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Since the overth iw of the previous goverliJIlelit through istudent
den ustrations in October 1973 there have hoen increasing pressures
for reform in all soc mi of society, particularly in education. The

vernment realized, however, that if the mounting pressures fo
hoc and piecemeal changes in the school system were answered, this
could easily result in a more confused and irrational educatioral situa-
tion than had existed previously. 11 was ticrefore decided that there
should be an overall Laudy of education in Thailand, and co-ordinated
proposals made for the reform of a 1 elements of the educational sys-
tem at all levels.

Thus, in June 1974, the Cabniet appointed an educational reform
co mittee. The members of this committee were drawn front renown-
ed middle-level educators from the Ministry of Education, universities,
and other government organizations.. No ordinary members of the pub-
lic, nor officials without high academic qualifications, nor people out-
side the ,Qovernment service were invited to become members of the
committee. Despite the limited background of the members of the com-
mittee a wide range of different interests and orientations mere repre-
sented.

Since the committee had to report within the lifetime of _he in-
text n government under which it was appointed it had to complete its
task extremely rapidlywithin a period of six months. Despite the
shortage of tirne the committee did an extremely thorough job. .Dozens
of leading Thai thinkers (both radical and conservative)were interview-
ed, and hundreds of books, documents and research reports on the
prohlems of the Thai education system studied. Ten sub-committees
were formed, drawing part of their membership from outside the main
committee; each of these sub-committees was charged with studying

.and making proposals on one particular aspect of the education system
(e.g., equality, ructure, teacher's role and status, administration

itr, Bennett is a unesco adviser in tide planning of cuxriculuin
development, attached to the Tilailand Ministry of Education,
Bangkok. The views expressed in this article arc his own and
are not necessarily shared by either the Government 7 f Thail anti
or Unesce.
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In Ueconihor 197,1, the cotiiiiiiIft c comp! _ited its work, and

itittcd 350-1)agu report its reccurmiendations to the Cahinel. the

Canino( then distributed the report to all political parttes competing in
die goneral election which wa heki at tlhotir t hat time, and also sent the

report to the National L.:due:mon Commission (the govcnonent organiza-
I ion responsible for the overall Formulation of education policies and

planspor its comments. The Nanonal Education Commission approved
tho rcq:Qinnel)(1.11011.`; ILIR.! CnnlrillIECO, Mid liii iIiu Ca hi net Of the new

government (result n)g trom the ,i-,enera I elections) instructed the Minis-
ter of kdocai ion to work out the details l.C.1 MI de MO 11 0011 I. the re fe 111.

(1Qe Hied Ilia t the reform would he taken us the Framework on
which the Fourth Five-Year Non for education would be constructed.
I lence ilk_ re is--; aeW a -ring I I kel 11100d that thL 1110111 roconunendations

of tht..-2 reform comm iitce will be implemented to thc dCFree )3s1ble,

dePeed mg on the tint ;Hid die strength of tbc re7pei.itrie sec-

tors in volved.

General thrust (it the retorm

'Throughout the report of the reform committee there are certain
recurrent themes. For example, dui main emphasis of virtually all of

the recommendations concerning the education system is towards
grea ter equality, vreater feasibility, greater relevance to the contem-

porary situation, and greater participation. It is also stressed that
education is not an end in It:sell, but is rather an Instrument for achiev-
ing social, economic, cultural and individual development goals. It is

not claimed that a reform in education by_itself can achieve very much,

but that for education to achieve its full potential, its reform must be
accompanied by reform in other parts ot the complex socio-economic
cultural system.

The runittee also was extremely aware that at present Thai
so wry is far from homogeneous, with the conditions and problems in

the rural areas being very different from those in urban ar -s with the

situation In various regions of the country being quite different from
that in other regions, and with various ethaie and religious minority
groups facing problems and having needs quite different from those in
the rest of the country. Thus it was realized that the present system
of education, with its universal curriculum, would have to be consider-
ably diversified and a large number of regional and local curriculum
variations prepared. This is not of course to say that the committee
ignored the national unifying role that the education system should play.

The committee felt that the government should attach greatest
priority to providing an adequate basic education for all Thai people,
and that there should thus be a very rapid expansion of pre-school pro-

grammes (particularly for children from depressed environments)
primary school places, and of non-format education programmes.



i fl Thai, 14-

hie . ing proportions of SiLl rev ilovurninent res0111" e:,-; should be de-

voted ensurim4 that eveay Thai has an adequate and useful basic edit',

cation, while those fortunate enough to find places in lurther education.
should (where their MealHi Alow) (lt)wr au Increa.,;j11g pr()I11rtiOn uuf the

CW:tS of their education.

Finally, throughout the reform commatec's report there is all
etlijili IS on changing the tcaclung/learatng process, away From LTIL

..';HIL1111c, Ia cl-ffiluith:d, CCM rt2d , towa rds one in
which there ts much greater dialogue, greater physical involvement of

where t Ile hit:Adler Is seen much less as ;.1 'Mr. Know'
All', and m as a cru,....ttor of eductive learning HituzItions.

Sonic 'mportant_ specific proposals

lst of the important specific recommendat ns of the reform
committee can be classified under four main headings: structure of the
system, a(lministration, curriculum and methods, and equality.

a) Structure
The present structure of the Thai school system is 4-3- -2,

Curreotly only about 50 per cent of Thai children proceed beyond Grade
IV and, if the structure remains unchanged, it would be 20 years or
more before universal primary education (7 years) might be achieved.
Since four years of schooling seems insufficient to enable children in

more remote rural areas to become functionally literatelet alone to
achieve many of the other objectives of primary schoolinrthe reforaTI
committee recommended that the length of the primary cycle be reduCed

from 7 years to 6 years, and that universal 6-year education be national-
ly implemented immediately. This proposal is combined with a recom,
Mendation that the length of the school year be increased from 180 day,
to 200 days thus allowing roughly the existing amount of learningpre-
sently achieved in 7 yearsto be completed in 6 years.

The committee did not feel that this structure should be exiblyf

adhered to, however, and recomnwnded that brighter children should 1/4

allowed to graduate in a shorter time, and children from disadvantaged
backgrounds given somewhat longer.

The committee also recommended that the upper secOndary stage
be increased from two to three years since, because of high repetition
rates, most students already on average spend about three years at this
stage. Thus the new structure of the school system after the reform
has been implemented would be 6-3-3.

Again at the second level, proposals wore made It) ensure great
flexibility, with students being allowed to enter and leave school whert
they want, and graduating when they have amassed a sufficient number

7
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of credits which can be gained either iliiijtiili fort al or ioi-forririJ
education). Tiltifi there will he mitliing to iirevent a student's gradua Ling

lower secondary education if, for example, he attends a formal
school for a year, drops out, studies on a part-time lxisis for two or
three years, and then enters formal school a ga in to complete the re-
quired number of credits.

Tne committee also recommended that the existing secondary
vocational school system cease to exist, with vocational schools located

otdinary secondary schools being incorporated with these schools

m comprehensive schools, and those that are more isolated being
turned into informal skill training centres. Thus, after the reform has
been implemented, there would be a unitary, hut diversified and flexible,
secondary school system with a national structure of 3+3 years.

Finally under this sCction it should be mentioned that, in order to
ve the overall qualifications oi teachers, the retorm committee

recommnded that the lowest levels of teacher training (lower secondary

education and two years" specialized teacher training) shoul(l be abol-

ished, and intakes into teacher education programmes be drawn from
graduates of upper secondary schools. There would of course have to
be some exceptions to this now policy in the more backward regions of
the country where there are still inadequate numbers of upper second-

ary scheol leavers. In addition, it was recommended that all part-time
evening pre-service training courses (at present a considerably larger
number of students participate in these eveningcourses than in full-time
courses) should be gradually abolisheiL The total effect of these two
reforms will be to allow the teacher training colleges to concentrate far
more on the practical aspects of teacher education, the provision of

functional skills and knowledge, and problem-oriented in-service
training, rather than on providing the academic background required

by future teachers.

b) Administration
At present, the Thai edu ation system is adminis ered by three

central-government Miaistries, each responsible for one of the major
levels, and thore is very little room for local initiative in the operation

of local educational institutions and programmes. Thus, in general, it
can be said that on the one hand there is an insufficient degree of co-
ordination in the administration of the different levels of education and,
on the other hand, an over-centralization of responsibilities.

The educational reform committee therefore recommended that
central responsibility for the administration of all levels of education
should be transferred to the Ministry of Education which would then
have overall responsibility for all formal and non-formal education at
all levels from pre-school to university. It was also recommended that

8
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(vet tit Ha (iit iltillilt, coluri)l 1,1 hud ts and employment
oi leachers) should he ironslcrred to provincial QM ional committees
(Ilicre are 71 provinces). [hits, the lormal isclund syslem II thc

first arid second levels, die Ministry of Education (with its 12 regional
ita)ts) would only be respontahle tor overall policies, budgeillig
planning, and lor educarlowl techniques (such as enrficuinm and mate-
rials development, educational media, establishment. of evaluation
methodologies and shindards). Through this 1 imitation oi the a tit hority
of the central Ministry of Education, and the decentralization of opera-
non;t1 vcspiskalalitte::, tt is hoped thdt riot Hdy local nal it! H 00 0n
tnrmatiort be increased Init also in the longt r run ill( potent in real

di versity II lit. eilik ;Ilion system might exploited.

All ixisti ng mdary institutions including universities,
teacher training colleges, technical colleges and nursing schools will
tall under the responsibility of a State university bureau under the
Ministry ot Education, it is however intended that these instatinions
have considerably greater autonomy Man they now litf ve. Thus, the
bureau will not have operational responsibilities, but will only be
charged with overall policy and planning, co-ordination , and budgeting
(through a university grants committee). Sub-university-level iustitu-
lions (i.e. teachers' colleges, agricultural and technical colleges, and
nhiring schools) in cadi region will be grouped together to form c
!nullity colleges which would be provided with technical assistance from
the local university. The new community colleges would he charged
particularly with providing training relevant to local coodit--tons, and
with providing support services lor local-level pedagogical institutions
in the regions.

Faculties of universities situated near each other in the same
spechd hit area woul(l he amalgamated (in the Bangkok region there are
at least three universries with !acuities in most specialist areas). This
process, tnaking universities more oriented towards specific fields
(and concentrating their activities on onQ campus), will permit not just
tin improvelnent in quality, hut econonnes ol scale as well. In addition,
some Bangkok universities are to bxi moved to the Provinces.

Finally. encouragement will he given to private organIzations ta
the establishment and operation of higher education institutions, so that
government can divert its resources to other more crucial educational
areas where private participation is less likely to be forthcoming.

) Curriculum and methods

Throughout the committee's recom nienchatinns on curriculum and
methods there was an emphasis on making the teaching/learning pro-
cess more functional, more efficient, more related to the students'
socio-economic cultural environment, and more participatory,

1 1



thr it'f;t leycl It Vt omultlicrid(Id thcIt ctirricullif
divided Iwo onlv noir integrated subject iireas basic skills, life expe-
rience, work ewrience, and character Oduoltion. lit this way the
(:hild might no longer he delue,ed with more than a dozen different sub-

:M. It Is a h..;0 proposed that only !rational core materials be produced
at tho central level, and that regions he given responsibility for produc-
ing materials particularly relating to conditicias and prolflems in their
localities. hi addition, it is recommended that considerable use ie Made
II commonity resources, that prooessive 1110E111).ers of the COM munity

lie used as I-Lira-lino! ell diCr's; (or ;41.1hi(70!,; 100-iirt their C'OrtlpelefIct;
and that a considerable proportion of teaching and learning take place
outside the (las-a-nom.

At hoth t fi)st and second levels ol oducution the curr
would be designed as terminal and have three basic orientntions ;
nit mely, for individual development, for locudi and coMmunity develop-
ment, and for national development. Also at both levels it is proposed
that competitive, academic national examinations should be replaced by

a process of school-centred formative evaloatiort desikmed to help both
students and teachers identify learning probternsand take action to
Solve these problems.

At the second level thc curriculum will bc divided iota a small
group of compulsory subjects, and a much larger group of optional and
extra-optional subjects, the latter group being designed to allow students
to pursue in much greater depth particular optional subjects which
interest thorn. Since students would no longex have to take all their
courses in on, ehool, hut would be able to tAke sonic in one, some in
another, some from skill-training centres, zind some through non-
formal study, this curriculum structure would allow almost unlimited
flexibility for students in the choice of their particular course of studv.
It might for examV- even be possible for a sUldost to gain credits for
practical on-the-job experience if this is relaTed to one of his optional
or extra-optional subjects. As the student proceeds to higher grades,
an increasing proportion of his time would be spent on studying his
chosen optional subjects.

Obviously tor such a flexible s, em to 1.,v rk, considerable guid-
ance has to he provided to students in selecting their courses of study.
The need for adequate guidance services was stressed by the committee.

Finally, given the greater diversification and decentralization,
and the fact that teachers will be carrying out their own evaluation
(which will entail a need for some standardtzed achievement tests and
grading of schools so that students can easily transfer) supervisory ser-
vices have to be expanded and improved, and the supervisor will
ha ye to be given ine.ch greater arartemic freedom so that he !'an truly
become an educational leader in his locality,

12



Edueetiona reforn in Thai Zand

el)

1.4..4any of the proposals of the reform committee already discussed
should help to increase equality of opportunity in the Thai education sys-
tem. Idowever the committee was so concerned with this particular
prohlexn (for example, at present only 6 per cent of university students
come from farm families, even though this group makes up almost 80
per cem of the total population) that many specific proposals were
made on the topic.

It was suggested that maternal and child care centres should be

se al. in slums and depressed rural areas so that children from these
arele-, are not suffering from permanent mental or physical damage when
they enter school. Also, for the 40 per cent of Thai children from
families which a recent survey showed are living in absolute poverty.
free school meals, uniforms and materials would be provided while
they axe attending universal compelsory education.

Crest efforts should be made to change the budget and teacher
allocation process so that the present gross inequalities in per-pupil
resource allocation (at present a five-fold range in per-pupil budget
allocations between rich urban and poor rural schools is not uncommon)

are eliminated.

At the primary level, the government is to provide su ficient
numbers of good schools for all children, so that there will no longer
be a need for poor parents to try to send their children to private schools.

At the second and third levels of education (which at present are
mainly the preserves of children from well-to-do families, and where
there are high private benefits) school fees will be dramatically in-
creased to cover 30 and 40 percent of the total costs respectively. An
adequate number of scholarships would be provided for needy children.
This increase in fees will allow resources to be transferred for im-
proving low-quality basic education, establishing maternal and child
care centres and supporting the school lunch and materials programme
for needy students.

The abolition of competitive academic examinations (in which
children from well-to-do families tend to perform better) should also
help te reduce repetition and drop-out, and allow children to progress
further up the school ladder. Similarly, by making the curriculum less
academic and more practical, both the chalices of some success and the
benefits accrued of poorer children should be enhanced.

Finally . the commi ltedly the importance of non-
fo una I educe( t ion , the need to expand rapidly all progrummes(partieular-
ly filo c dire et ed to rural ar and the ueed to drastically increase
budge t allocat ions hIr those activities as Well as to make much greater

11
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use of formal school and mass media facilities for functional non-formal
progranitnes. Through these and other measures it is hoped to provide
life -long learning opportunities for all Thais in all parts of the country,
but particularly for those who have had limited formal schooling oppor-
tunities.

Conclusions

Due to the rush in which the co mince had to complete its work
there still remain several inccflSIstCflcjC between the recommendations
in different parts of its report. These have riot been pointed out here,
hut instead only the author's own interpretation of the main parts of the
reform has been stressed. Nevertheless, despite the fact that more
analysis is still required in cextain areas (particularly in respect of
teacher education, higher education and educational resources), and
despite tft fact that perhaps insnf Relent attention was paid to the prob-
lem of priorities, it is merally accepted that the reform committee's

rk heralds a new educational era in Thailand, No longer will the
1 system be seen as an inflexible institurion whose main function

ovide academic facts which are then tested for the purposes of
social and economic status selection. Instead, education should now be

en ;11] a procc::. (which can take place in ma ty cliffcrent wrlys) whose
function is to provide skills, knowledge, attinides and Ideas for individ-
ual, conununity, and national development.

Of course, the real problems of the reform are only Just begin-
ning to be faced : 11w t old ems at implementation. For the value of
this reform (like any other plan or reform) is not so much the beauty
and the relevance of its ideas and recommendations, hut the extent to
which those are implemented. 'The cha nce s of implementation ate how-
ever high, s the report of the reform committee has created a frame-
work around which all progrssive Tlui educators can co i=)rdinate their

This alone is no Inean achievement.

1 4
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Special report

EDUCATIONAL REFORI4S IN THE REPUBLIC OF AFGHAI4ISTA N

The Republic of Afghanistan has recently announced a series of
thoroughgoing educational reforms designed to achieve the educational,
social, economic and democratic objectives of the Republic. The re-
forms axe based on the recommendations of a number of committees
which were established under Fresidential instructions, to define the
aims and objectives for education in the country, to develop policy
guidelines and to consider the establishment of a Supreme Council for

Education.

The aims and objectiv s have been defined in terms a cultural
values, training and upbringing, economic, social arid political objec-
tives, and administrative needs. They stress the need to develop the
sense of self- reliance, moral values and appreciation of the national
cultural heritage ; to engender interest in and respect for work, both
mental and physical, and to nourish the sense of social justice and
social responsibility ; and to promote the physical, mental, emotional,
moral, artistic and social development of the students.

Among the main thrusts of reform are the following; primary
education has been increased from 6 to 8 years as a complete cycle,
with 6-7 years as the age of entry into the school system. In principle,
primary education will be compulsory and free. In the 7th and 8th
grades of the primary cycle, practical work and vocational training have
been included. Some of those who complete the primary cycle will be
selected,according to admission rules and manpower needs, for enrol-
ment in secondary or vocational training. Those who are not selected
will be provided opportu Ales for entering short-term vocational
courses. Both these categories of skilled and semi-skilled literate
workers will form an important part of the work-force.

The secondary cycle will extend over 4 years. In the final year,
science and social subjects will be separated as preparation for higher
education. A number of general secondary schools will gradually be
converted int() vocational schools. While vocational education in the
secondary cycle will usually be of 4 years' duration, this would be ex-
tendedor decreased according to the nature of the vocations being tau

Por the present, teachers for the primary cycle will be recruited
from Grade XII graduates- In future years, the requirement will be
raised to 14 years. Teachers for the secondary cycle will be recruited

13
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from Grade X11 graduates and provided with training at the teacher
education institutions at the level of 'licentiate'. Regular in-service
courses will be conducted to provide for the improvement of teachers'
knowledge and abilities.

A nu rnber of studies and surveys will be conducted, focused on
priority problems in the education system. A major curriculum re-
form programme is contemplated, attemptingto make classroom learn-
ing relevant to social, cultural, economic and political needs of the
society. The preparabon of supportive teaching/learning materials
such as textbooks and guides is a component of this programme.

After completing the period of secondary education, and passing
the selection examinations at the university, the srudents will be sep-
arated into two groups - one for higher education and one for higher
teacher education. Similarly, the graduates of vocational schools,
after taking a special vocational test, will be enrolled in the technical
colleges.

Opportunities for life-long education and training, and for
literacy, are to be expanded by the Ministry of Education.

Parents' and teachers associations are to be established witha
view to effectively supervising student academic performance and
promoting close relationship between schools and communities.

While the administrative structure of education will be based
upon the principle of centralism, provincial directorates of education
will be delegated requisite authority for the purposes of expediting
actiNi ties.

Two new and significant national committees are to be establish-
ed: the High Council of Education; anti the Technical Board. The High
Council will be chaired by the Prime Nlinister, with the Deputy Prime
Minister, the Ministers of justice, Finance, Education, Information
and Culture, the First Deputy Minister of Education and the Rector of
the University as members. The Council will ;

1. Determine general objectives of education at different
levels, including those of higher educarion;

2. Co-ordinate education objectives with the general aims
of the Republic in conformity with the needs for social,
economic and political growth of the country;

3. Formulate education policies of the State ;

4. Adopt decisions in regard to formulation of rules and
regulations for organizing educational activities of the
country ;
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5. Scrutinize education plans of the Ministg of Education
and of the University and take decisions thereupon;

6. Take decisions on general matters of education in-
cluding those of finance;

7. Review decisions of the Technical Board of Education
and the Technical Council of the University when the
Minister i3f Education considers it necessary ;

8. Take decisions en other matters which are referred
to the High Council by the MirlistVy of Education;

9. Approve draft rules and regulations and by-laws.

The decisions of the High Council of Education are to be submitted to
the Cabinet for approval in accordance with the provisions of the law.

The Technical Board will be represented by the First Deputy
Minister of Education as President, with the Second Deputy Minister of
Education, Deputy University Rector for ScientificAffairs, and Presi-
dents of Primary, Vocational, Secondary, Teacher Education, Educa-
tion Planning, Compilation and Translation and Inspection, as members.
The Board will

1. Determine, clarify and finalize educational curricu.ia ;

2. Formulate educational and training programmes;

3. Draw relevant rules and regulations and by-laws;

4. Perform duties referred to it by the High Council of
Education and the Minister of Education;

5. Prepare reports and proposals for reforms in concern d

fields and submit them through the Minister of Education
to the High Council of Education;

6. Study and evaluate the work reports of the technical offices
of the Ministry of Education in connection with the planned
targets of education.
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PROPOSALS FOR EDUCATIONAL AND

SOCIAL REFORM LN INDIA

1. Naik, JP. Policy and performance in Indian education 47-
74 (Dr. K.O. Saiyidain Mmoried lectures - 1971). New DeLhi,
Orient Lonman, 1975. 112 p.

. Elementary education n India - A promise to keep
7.47Tternatives in Development: Education New Delhi, Allied

Publishers, 1975. 98 p

Prof. J. P. Naik, whom the Foreword to the second book introduces
as one of India's "foremost authorities on matters relating to education
planning-, has summarized his extensive insights in two refreshingly
succinct and inspiringly pragmatic statements. The first among then
constitutes two lectures delivered in September 1974 in memory of the
late Dr. K. G. Saiyidain. The second is a monograph prepared within
the programme of Alternatives in Development (Education) of the Indian
Council of Social Science Research. With long years of exceptionally
high-level participation in fashioning the education policy of the
country, Prof. Nath displays a unique ability to identify, classify and
elaborate the major problems of education in India and to offer radical
solutions. Both these books stand out as readable, authoritative and
'ruely publications on their subjects.

Unfulfilled hope

first book is a survey of the evoludon of Lndian education
policy from 1947 to 1974. Here, each policy is matched against the
performanceand the resulting balk-.nce sheet although somewhat dis-
couraging reflects, on the whole, the growing intensity of the national
effort to develop education. Recalling the directive of the first Prime
Minister of India to the effect that "great changes have taken place
n the country and the educational system must be in keeping with them"

and therefore "the entire basis of education must be revolutionized",
Prof. Naik laments :

... This hope was unfortunately never realized. We
did not attack the educational problem in its totality, but

in an ad hoc and piecemeal fashion. We never provided
education with the large financial resources it must have.
We never put into education all that immense human effoxt
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which it always needs. We never tried to mobilize the
commuaity as a whole to support the expansion and im-
provement of education. Above all, we did riot also try
to introchice radical structural changes in society with-
out which radical structural changes in education are
not possible. Consequently, our overall achievements
in education have not been impressive, except in a few
sectors, and many of the basic educational objectives
of a socialist society have still remained unrealized.

Constitutional directive on prima educa

His incisive diagnosis of the problem begins from an analysis of
the socio-political n.eed to have the people of India "effecti-vely organ-
ized and politically educated" in order to enable them to exercise the
sovereignty which was transferred to them with bdependence. The
Consdtution writers made appropriate provisions for this purpose and,
as far as education was concerned, a Directive Principle of State Policy
was incorporated to specify a ten-year rime limit for total achdevernent
of primary echicabon up to age 14.

He argnes that this directive has a sigafficant corollary in that it
embodies a concurrent responsibility as regards mass literacy. "Lit-
erate parents", he says, "are the best guarantee to ensure that a child
is enrolled in schools, is given a proper home atmosphere fox his
studies, and is retained in schools for an adequate period-. Proceeding
to contrast the virtual neglect of adult education with what was done to
provide universal primary education, he recounts the positive achieve-
ments in the form of numerical expansion in enrolments, teachers and
schools. In spite of approaching this task on a "war-footing", the
target of 190 was not reached.

Mfr. Nail( offers three reasons for this : (a) prevalence of mass
teracy ; (b) non-introduction of radical strnctural changes beneficial

to the masses ; and (c) insufficiency of resources for a costly educa-
tion system -which operated through full-tine professional teachers.
The system, he says, is built on the assumption that the average
parent is well-to-do enough not to need the labour of his children until
they are at least fourteen years old. He rejects a system which relies
too heavily on full-tirne formal instrucnon on the grounds of its "in-
herent bias in favour of classes and built-in unsuitability for the
education of the masses.

Successes and failures

The author's overall assessme f India's performance in sec-
ondary and higher education is also isive " "Vie have some major
achievements /e. g. the development of science and technology and the
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large expansion of trained scientific and technical manpower/ to our
credit. On the other hand, our failures in this field have been so
glaring and significant that they have put the future of the entire educa-
tional system in jeopardy. He lists three failures :

1. failure to diversify and vocationalize higher secondary
education;

2. failure to restructure secondary education at the time
when it might more easily have been done ; and

3. failure to check unplanned, haphazard and indiscrIminate
expansion of secondary and higher education.

He devotes considerable attention to the repercussions of the
last-mendoned failure. While conceding that such expansion has
always been socially beneficial and has helped somewhat in creating a
more evenly balanced society, Prof. Naik stresses :

Its deleterious effects on standards are obvious, and
it has created an increasing and extremely difficult prob-
lem of educated unemployment which has snapped the
motivation of students and created large stresses and
strains within the system. It has also made the system
far too big to be manageable and prevented the invest-
ment of adequate resources into more vital sectors like
universal primary education or liquidation of adult illiteracy.

He finds it incongruous to accept a "dual system" consisting of
some good inetitutions and a vast majority of sub-average institutions,
primarily because it "gives an easy °Non to the ruling classes to
secure good education for their children, either in the 'core' institu-
tions within the system or by opting out of it (i.e. by use of private
schools) without being required to undertake the more difficult task of
improving the entire educattonal system.

Prof. Naik concludes his survey with the statement, "We now
have a first-rate educational crisis on our hands. He contrasts the
ever-increasing demands for resources and human effort with the
apparent response. "On the financial side", he says, "the overall
picture is disheartening.... On the human effort inputs side, the
picture is even darker. "

Prof. Naik does not choose to conclude on a gloomy note. He
follows the survey of policy and performance with a formidable set of
suggestions and proposals. These recommendations, with suitable
modifications , would undoubtedly have application in other countries of
the region and, together with others in the books, have been grouped
together to make an appendix to the present publication.
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Interated approach
The first measure he proposes for dealing with the critical situ-

ation is to adopt an integrated approach, which he defines as "a simul-
taneous effort to transform society and education in keeping with the
national goals of socialism and democracy and the ultimate creation of
an egalitarian and non-exploitative society based on justice, equality,
freedom and the dignity of the individual."

To bring such an approach about, his suggestions are:

Step I Revitalize and strengthen the planning process.

Step II Restructure the overall plan priorities : i.e. , a
simultaneous reduction in consumption by well-
to-do people, a massive effort at resource
mobilization, structural changes (especially in
agriculture and population control).

Step III - Involve masses of people in programmes of
planned development.

He hopes that such an approach would make education and devel-
opment two sides of the same coin. A slogan he proposes for the plan
is "Educadon throu h reconstruction and recon tructiort_th
education.

-rransformation of the educational s stem

The second measure that Prof. Naik proposes is to transform the
ucture of the educational system as well as the content of education.
_e, he urges the adoption of a new structure for the national educa-

tional system, which, by corribirang formal, non-formal and hybrid
forms of education, reflects the needs and aspirations of a developing
country with meagre resources. The author lays stress on two impor-
tant points :

a) The elucadonal institutions should try to cater for
the e re educational needs of the community around
them ,i) through full-time instruction to the regular
category of students, and non-formaI and part-time
education to suitable categories of other local residents ;
and (ii) through the utilizadon of all the teaching re-
sources available in the community.

b) The workers and the farmers are to be made the
central focus of the national educational system.

Re-asserting the original proposition that mass illiteracy is a
deterrent to educational development, Prof. Naik calls for greater
emphasis on ad!,lt educwion, for which he suggests three main foci :
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(a) upgrading vocational skills ; (b) "Jechniracy"i.e. a basic knowl-
edge of science and technology relevant to work, health, family plan-
ning arid other aspects of life ; and (c) citizenship-i.e. a process of
conscientization similar to that of Paulo Freire. For out-of-school
youth he adds two more foci: (d) physical education; and (e) partici-
pation in local community service programmes.

While recornine-ding the expansion of a hybrid form of education
si'milat to what Bellagio III Preparatory Meeting in May 1975 proposed
to call the 'basic/First Cycle of Education",* Prof. Naik has strong re-
servations on the linear growth of secondary and higher education. He

wants the further expansion of the existing formal system of full-time
secondary and higher education halted almost totally because of class-
bias and costs. He further recommends changes in wage-policies to
reduce the gap between white collar and middle-level vocational jobs
and delinking university degrees from employment with the government.

it significantly radical proposal relates to reducing the existing
gap between facilities provided on the one hand for elementary (primary)
education nd on the other to secondary, college and higher education.
He says,

The facilities we now provide at the elementary stage
will have to be considerably upgraded ; and, at the same
time, those at the secondary and university stages will
ha ve to be correspondingly planned on an austere basis.
Fur instance, single and functional buildings, without
the use of cement or steel, should be accepted as a
policy for all stages of education ; and there should be
no attempt to preach, on the one hand, that a primary
school does not need a building and can be held under a

while liaurious buildings are constructed for uni-
versities as if their intellectual and academic status is
proportional to the height of the Senate towers.

Motivating students and teachers

The third measure that Naik proposes for dealing with the tasks
of education is to ensure that "the students are properly motivated and
the teachers are enthused and deeply involved in programmes of educa-
tional reconstruction. " To illustrate the problem of student motivation,

fined as "A highly functional concept of education, which
encompasses formal, primary level schooling and non-formal

instruction, aimed at expanding and improving opportunities
for the kinds of learning fundamental to life and work, so
as to meet as soon as possible at least-the minimum needs
of all,"
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he refers to a study conducted by jadavpur University, which revealed
the following picture :

In the undergraduate course (pass degree) in Arts,
Science and Commerce, only 8 per cent of the students
were interested in getting a degree which, they thought,
would help them to get a job. The proportion of moti-
vated students increased to 36 per cent in the honours
courses and to 6 I per cent in engineering courses. But

even at the postgraduate stage in arts, science and com-
merce, the proportion of properly motivated students was
as low as 22 per cent. The syllabi were obsolete, unre-

lated to present-day problems and had remained unrevised
from 6 to 25 years. The students often did not have the
prescribed textbooks , and more than 50 per cent of them
did not have even the easily available and recommended
reference books. As many as 75 per cent of the students
were dissatisfied with teaching methods and 85 per cent
with the examination system. About 75 per cent of the
students found that the use of English as a medium of
instruction was a partial or a great barrier to their
understanding of problems and development of deep in-
terest in their subject. "
With regard to teachers he draws the attention to service condi-

tions detrimental to motivated performance of their functions (poor
salaries, indiscriminate postings and transfers, unlawful cuts in re-
muneration, insecurity and other adverse conditions.

Elaboration of issues and detailed back ound

If the first book of Professor Nail( reviewed here outlines his
thinking on problems and prospects of Indian educationa few bold
strokes on a broad canvas - the second book is a detailed analysis Of
the first level of education in which the issues are elaborated and
a documented background for his thinldng presented. It is appropriate
that one proceed from the first to the second book because an initial
understanding of the total picture is invaluable to appreciate the force-
ful line of argument in relation to the development of elementary
(primary) educadon.

In a remarkably innovative manner the book begins with what
Prof. Naik chooses to call "The Educational Charter. " In this he spells
out his concept of a "radical and egalitarian programme of educadonal
reconstruction. The points he emphasizes are as follows

I. One-third to one-half of working time in all educational
institutions at all stages shall be devoted to active parti-
cipation in programmes of social service and national
development.

2 I
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2. The most urgent refo m needed is to tra .sforrn the
present educational structure with the introduction
of a large non-formal element.

3. The distortion of benefits must be immediately cor-
rected and, on grounds of social justice, the masses
must get the full benefit of the educational system.

4. Radical policies have to be immediately devised at the
secondary and university stages to counteract the evils
of an unplanned and haphazard growth of secondary and
higher education which makes the richer classes the
main beneficiaries of ... prestigious institutions.

5. To be successful, however, educational programmes
need not only funds but sustained hard work, an
ethical atmosphere, and cultivation of proper values
by the entire academic community.

The "Charter" proceeds to list suppordng measures to be simul-
taneously adopted in other spheres ; .e. , a direct attack on social and
economic inequalities (reduce the level of living of the top 30 per cent
of the people while providing minimum needs of the masses; an egali-
tarian wage-incomes policy ; simple clothing which does not show great
disparity; participation in national and social service involving manual
labour by all from the Prime Minister to the janitor).

Against the back-drop of this Charter, Prof. Naik develops a
Programme of Action, which, as Chapter III, constitutes the bulk of

the book.

Evolution of innovative alternatives to tradItional model of

primary education
The traditional model of the public education system, as defined

by Prof. Naik, is characterized by a single-point entry to Grade I at
the age of six years, sequential promotions, full-time institutional
insiTuction by professional teachers, division into levels as primary,
secondary and higher, each level having as its major objective the
preparation of a pupil for the next higher level. Having declared such
a model as "obviously meant for the upper social classes and too cost-
ly to admit of any large-scale expansion, " he proceeds to look for a
new model more relevant to conditions of India.

A very interesting exercise undertaken by Prof. Naik in this con-
nection is to trace the evolution of a variety of models which various
Indian educators had proposed over the last seven decades. In the pro-
cess, he identifies and describes at length five models. These models
have been summarized on pages 23-24 for the reader, who may com-
pare with amazement the various bold attempts to hit upon an ideal
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formula in an environment which is socially and culturally too complex
for simple solutions to such an enormous problem.

1. Gokhale-Paru odel (191O-12)

- four-year compulsory education for all children

- objective : mass literacy
- curriculum : simplified and limited to the three s

- age of admission : 7-plus

- major cost-reducing factor : la ge pupil/teache
ratio and double-shift system

- major criticism/cause of failure : non-acceptance
of the concept of high pupil/teacher ratio.

2. Mahatma Gandhi's Basic Education Model (19 9

- 7-8 years of compulsory education

- objective : transformation of individual value system
through preparation for socially useful productive work

- curriculum : integration of school and community
by developing education through a craft

- major cost-reducing factor : self-sOfficiency, in
hat proceeds from work would cover up costs

- major criticism/cause of failure : non-fulfillment
of the concept of self-sufficiency (no reduction in
financial liability of Government)

3. Rajagopalachari Model
compromise between m dels I and 2

major cost reducing factor : schools not to set up
facilities for teaching crafts ; education to be built
around family craft. 3-day schooling leaving
4 days per week to work with parents
major cridcism/cause of failure : creation of a
dual system for urban and rural areas; emphasis
on caste and traditional occupations.

4. Acharya Vinoba Model - One-hour School
one hour of schooling at dawn, leaving the rest
of the day for work

- curriculum to be linked with agriculture and
village I fe

- (no record of any try-out)
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5. Equcation Conwri model a9.4'.6our-
hood School

one school for all in the corn mtnIty
- multiple entry and part-time edieation

objective : social integration in a class- and caste-
ridden, inegalitarian and hierarChical society
curriculum : broadly that of baste education with work
experience involving participadon in socially useful
productive work based on science and technology

major cost-reducing factor : compelling rich,
privileged and powerful classes to take an interest
in public education

not implemented yet.

The progression of thinking on the structure and content of
primary education in India, so-illustrated in a historical sequence,
enables Prof. Naik to proceed to the next step of spelling out his own
model. AlthougL he does not claim it to be so, the structural reforms
he proposes do in fact constitute a model.

Fro ar1s_s4acm
It is important to not, that Prof. Natk's main emphasis is on

structural reforms to change the four major characteristics of the pre-
sent school system : namely, (a) single-point entry ; (b) sequential
character; (c) full-time instruction; and (d) exclusive utilization of

professional teachers.
The pattern of education emerging out of his discussion is one in

which non-formal educational programmes and mobilization of all per-
sons in a community as resource personnel are the principal features.
Through such a structure, he proposes to combine learning and work-
ing in such proportions as would prepare the learner for his life in the
community. He envisages a core curriculum of 'literacy (or language
skills), numeracy (or mathematical skills), 'techniracy' (or scientific
and technological information and experience), work-experience (or
experience of socially useful productive work), health and physical
education, development of artistic skills, anti participation in program-
mes of community service. For qualitative improvement he makes
an eight-item proposal consisting of (1) improvement of curricula;
(2) improvement of textbooks and other teaching and learning materials;
(3) adoption of dynamic methods of teachine: (4) examination reform ;
(5) improvement in general education and training of teachers; (6) im-
provement of supervision ; (7) encouragement to initiative and experi-
mentation on the part of schools and teachers ; and (8) involvement of
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cdmation, 111.' 111 p,C; the development of Adult FAIncation.

What ,:houhl intereut an educational planner, in pa r ( r, are
Prof. Naik's views on cdm::iin,nal linancmg. For the purpose of re-
ducing the ct of primary education to manageable proportions, he

urges, au the most cf tt;eti've methods, the following:

I. the pupit/osacher ratio
neccur,a 1l donble uhi .,\-uteni iii nn I ;01(1

2. lefloction (if tci 1 c int rodming die A

volunteer tckICIii:L1 ii

1 Of

helpers wherever ssihlf

Introdoeing l larger programme of ).1 hue education
combined with the multiple-entry system;

in the expenditure on buildings through use
ol local iiti ies and milterlals ;

5. Reduction the cost of textbooks, and teaching and lea w-

ing materials, by providing them free of rge
children on the school premises during working hot(tY ilis.

The cogent and forceful arguments of Prof. Naik leave the reader
ot these two books convinced that a multi-pronged attack on the pc

lem of education has to be launched in India. Most remarkable, wha
he tells of India has a valid relevance to most Asian countries.

It is necessary to emphasize, however, that the radical nature
of his recommendations matches the complexity and enuiIty of the
problems and that Mr. Naik, far from being a visionary, is actually
talking of an educational system which is beginning to take shape In

India as well as in several of her neighbouring countries.
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lent, givett :.stt account Id lii progrett; ist t-tctence etint:at ton milk Philip

plit(s tttiitt Ilse decade ending P)73. The Iti:a part 01 trw monograph
1,1-yhiet; ;Is overviewur the ynote; devolopments the Held ot science

educition at the first and f..o md levels ot educalawi v0li specia 1 relei
cnce to its iirganwatiou and structure in the context of thu Asian region.

ae third level ot etliwaiton u i cai,d only in iiuueli as n

the education of Settee %I nd (11;11lIcilla tiC!, 110 US. 1 he second part of
the monograph is concerned with some general cons ideis tions about (he

qualitative aspects ot science eductition, relating to thoNe areas vs17..ocli

require further study and development in the Philippines situation.

A study of 21 Asian States shows that in the Philippines the enrol-
ment ratio at the first level is already 112 per cent, exceeding the 100

per cent mark due to the exCess endance ot over-age pupils. At

Ilse second level the ratio is 44 per cent, third highest among the 2 1

Asian countries studied. The study also shows a higher holding power

found in the secondary schools than in the primary schools. This shows
that the Philippines provides an a lmost complete primary education -and
that secondary education is widespread and highly valued.

Science teacItttui starts it wadi: I. Al the second level in the
academic stream, alxmt 40 per cOOt of the instructional time is allot-
ted for science subjects as against 60 per cent and tiO per cent in lower
:old upper secondary 'science stream' courses in countries providing

streaming at that level. It has to he noted, however, that a large num-

ber of students in the 'academic stream' enter university but do not

study science, whereas the 'science sit cam' students ill othcr coun-

tries will pursue science-related studies in university.

The amount of tune a I lotted kir nce mathematics studies is
changing in the Philippines. According tu she new allocation, Three

hours per week in the first two years of secondary education will be

devoted to Science I and 2. Chemistry and Physics will be offered for

five hotirs per week at the third- and foilrth-year level.
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uasine thc teaeheo (trot Dr. Hernandez emphasizes
that Me plitimpoic;; Inidry !whim, 1,:a :her remive;; a higher level of
raining than in many other Asian countries : the covernment requires

IN prima ry :4:Inv)] lonelier s. The degTee ye-
quircinentH include o hours of science and three hours of mathematics
for all teddiers. An ;kiwi Huai 18 hours iN possible Mr those who opt

specialization. Al the ,;econd level, the requirements for the edu-
cation ot tezichers is the same, both tor lower and upper secondary
,,rades, which et tiot the case in many Asian countrie.,.

Referring to curriculum reform inovements of the early 1950, in
science education, the author indicates that the first-generation pr
jeyt:; (er g, ishiced mostly by scienten.,; served fairly well
the needs of tho elite, who are Most likely to proceed in the specializ-
ation 01 -wience, btu did not tully weet the needs of the majority of
students enrolled in secondary school science. Referring to the 'sec-
ond wave' of science teaching reform projects starting in the 1960s,
aotne of them in developing countries, the author describes the estab-
lishment of the Philippines Science Education Center (UPSEC) and other
organizations with thLtir objectives and functions. She points out that
these projects had the advantage of learning from the mistakes of
earlier projects and this was reflected in a serious effort to involve
practising teachers from the start in several aspects of curriculum de-
velopment and broadening of the target population.

As a result of the revised secondary education programme of
1973 for the Philippines, and in order to relate the process of learning
more closely to the Filipino child and his environment, the newer
curriculum projects are moving towards :

of population education, environa _ntal
education and conservation education;

b) inclusion of humanistic science which focuses on
the applications of science and technology to everyday
living, and the use of knowledge to solve problems ;

c) consideration ol necessary and relevant attitudes and
concepts existing in the community about what is
being learned in science education; and

d) consideration of possible consequences of action
leading to a sense of social responsibility.

Discussing the role of organizations in the advancement of sci-
ence education, the author describes the role of the National Science
Development Board (NSDB), which co-ordinates all the activities in
science education carried by UPSEC and a network of science teaching
centres. The unique activity of the NSDB not shared by research coun-
cils in other countries is its close attention to science education. The
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pape r then cribes the roles of Mese°, UN ici: F, SEAM ES and
RECSAM in the improvement of science education in the Philippines.

!paring the situation with the different functions performed
by va tous science teaching centres all over the world, the paper indi-
cates the functions which are being performed by the Science Education
Center (concerned mainly with curriculum development)and how others
which are not covered by it are being taken care of hy other organiz-
ations in the country. The author emphasizes the need for "a harmon-
ization of efforts' put into the non-formal science education program-
mes by various organizations to avoid "wastefui fragmentation resulting
from great diversity of sponsorship. "

The last portion ci the IrrA part of the monograph deals with the
Science Education Project of the Philippines (SEPP). To bring about
improvement in schools, the paper stresses the need to have an organ-
ized group action rather than piecemeal efforts through individual or
group projects undertaken separately.

The teacher education component is the he4rt of SEPP and com-
prise-3 of three phases, the first being an l8-month teacher education
programme in the University of the Philippines. The strength of this
academic programme lies in providing experiences in the use of curri-
culum materials produced by local development projects in science and
mathematics, thus ensuring the integration of curriculum materials
with the teacher education phase. The second phase which is imple-
mented in Regional Science Teaching Centres (RSTC's) is a six-week
summer institute conducted by participants of Phase One for teachers
in their region. The third and last phase takes place in actual field
conditions in schools where participants of the Phase Two programme
organize two or three-day workshops for teachers to orient them to new
materials and teaching methods. This is ac innovative model of organ-
ized group effort which the author has very rightly emphasized.

The curriculum development efforts in most Asian countries, in-
cluding the Philippines, pertain mainly to the structure of subject matter,
and deeper insight into learning patterns and capabilities of children.
The author emphasizes the need to pay attention to the problem of the
learning of science in a non-technological society and in a foreign
language, for which studies are needed. Reference has been made to
some studies undertaken in this direction.

In discussing teacher education, the paper draws attention to the

severe criticism one finds of many of these programmes, and the fall-
ing enrolment in the pre-service programme in the Philippines. There
is a need to revamp teacher education programmes at the local and
regional levels and a more urgent need to innovate new structures and
methods in teacher training. Discussing the main problems in teacher
education, the need to provide experiences in concepts such as mastery
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lcaining, individual ed instruction, criterion-referenced measures of
evaluation, planning, Organizing, implementing experimental program-
mes and research skills is discussed. Furthermore the need to sensi.
tize leachers to tithlit tonal concepts of iciliiy and ,!ausality obtaining

the community in which the school operates is a necessary component
of Leacher education but a difficult one to meet.

In discussing research in science education, the paper points out .
that the few researches conducted in the Philippines have been either
empirical or developmental and that not much attention has been paid to
philosophical, historical or comparative research. A number of very
interesting questions and issues have been raised for which some
answers can be supplied by the results of research. These questions
and problems cover the areas eL curdeuluni, teaching/learning and
teacher education.

The concept of integration in the context of science education is
viewed in its various aspects disciplines, organization of education,
curriculum develop:11(ml. There is need to move away from the con-
fines of disciplines in the direction of integration particularly for sci-
ence at the school levels and the education of the Leachers who teach ai
these levels. This is being reflected in the 'Revised Secondary Educa-
tion Programme 1973' of the Philippines.

Ihe paper ends with the conclusion that various phases of science
education in the country have been adequately co-ordinated and even
integrated through the efforts of various implementing and funding
agencies and, if the present plans work out, it will lead to a full im-
plementation of the national and integrated programme covering the

three levels of education and encompassing curriculum development,
teacher education, equipment development, evaluation and dissemina-
tion.
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THE UNIVERSITY AND DE VELOPMENT PLANNING

Yip Ye. Hoong, ed Dove iopmori t phozning in outheas t Asia: role
of 02 t'oro 1. Singapore, liegional Institute of Higher
Education and Development, 1973, 281 p.

The hi t of three volumes of a Unesco-assisted study by the
Regional Insriaite of Higher Education (R1HED)on the role of the univer-
sity in development planning in Southeast Asia, this publication contains
an introduction and four country studies from Singapore, Malaysia,
Republic of (South) Viet-Nam and the Philippines. The second volume
in the series is due to contain similar studies on Indonesia, Khmer
Republic (now Cambodia), Laos and Thailand. The third volume is to
incorporate a Lomparative analysis of the eight countries.

RIHED has been deeply conscious of the role of higher education
in national development, and a workshop on the subject was held in July
1971, followed by a series of niitional seminars (Phnom Penh, Khmer
Republic, in December 1971, Bangsaen, Thailand, in March 1972 and
Hue, Rep. of Viet-Nam in November 1972). The review of the role of
universities in national development undertaken in these workshops pro-
ceeded on an initial assumption that the universities, as a whole, did
not do enough in this field. The lack of effective co-operation between
universities and national agencies in the development process was view-

ed with concern. Reasons for this situation were found to be assign-
able to both univers.ties and government agencies :

Universities :
numerical shortage of staff, particula ly in view of
rapid growth of enrolments;

b) shortage of qualified and experienced staff to undertake
research, consultation or training relating to national
development;

c) inadequate resource allocation for research and tfaining;

d) inability of academic staff to appreciate adequately the
context of development goals and problems.

Governr nt agencies involved in develop ent planrArzi

a) hesitance to give academicians access to confidential
in for ma tion ;

3 2
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k) lack of f sight which leavs little or no tune for
research prior to decision-making.

The general conclusion reached by the first workshop after the
first cursory examina lion of the problem is thai there is call for opti-
mism. As most universities were manned by relatively young and
inexperienced academicians, the relations between universities and
Government Agencies were expected to improve substantially over the
yearsas the university personnel gained more knowledge and expe-
rience in development and the officials with advanced educatiQnal quali-
fications in (lovernment Agencies oeveloped confidence in aca lemicians.
But this necessitated, the workshop agreed, a positive course of action.
The main guidelines suggested were as follows :

a) ievIop-nien!I hliners to be 11,;ilivc to the need for considtll -
ttnn and research;
Universities to scrutinize their concept of what is "academ
cally respectable- and be flexible regarding course contents ;

c) Jniversities to give adequate recognition to acadete'c staff
members serving as consultants conducting applied research
projects or training programmes for Government Agencies,
and to allow the younger staff members to gain experience by
encouraging them to undertake such activities;

) University staff members to enhance their acceptability by
not asse;ting "academic freedom- indiscriminately and by
not expecting "optimum" implementation of their scientific
and technical solutions regardless of other considerations;

_) An institutional framework to be developed to enable Univer-
sities to undertake research and training activities for
Government Agencies.

The purpose of the case studies which are embodied in the volume
under review is to go beyond this exploratory phase and to understand
the problems in greater deptii in relation to specific national contexts
Carried out in a common standardized framework, the caEe studie,s
consist of four main sections, followed by a selected bibliography and
statistical appendixes. The main sections deal with: (a) historical
background; (b) development objectives and strategy; (c) major prob-
lem areas ; and (d) role of the university.

The last five sub-sections of the fourth main section form the
substance of the study and comprise the following:

Survey of university resources available for development
planning purposes ;
Extent of university involvement currently prevailing in the
formulation and implementation of development plans ;
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Types of contribution the une.,rsity could make towards
development planning (training, research, consultation);

Factors preventing a closer co-operation between the
university and the government;
Recommendations for alleviating these problems and
bringing about a closer working relationship between die

university and the government for development planning.

The case studies in this volume are on the following countries :
Singapore, by Lee Soo Ann; Malaysia, by David Lim; Republic of
Viet-Nam, by Nguyen Truong; and the Philippines, by Vicente B.
Valdepefias jr. All four studies contain a wealth of historical and stat-
istical data. It is important to note how each country has developed its
iwn method of ensuring increasing co-operation between universities
and Government Agencies in the sphere of development planning.

The volume begins with Singapore, which presents a very en-
couraging picture. The four institutions of higher education are being
adequately pressed into service, says the report. The reason why
enough use is not made of academic staff for consultation is given as
their "youthfulness which will be overcome in the process of time.
But the observation with which Lee Soo Ann concludes the study is
wee:thy of note :

An active role by the four institutions pre.eApposes that
they have nerve and vitality of their own It is important
that each of the institutions develop its alumni, tradition and
well-wishers so that each can forge its unique contribudon
towards development planning. The contribution of those
wh ,. have served both in the university and in public service
is therefore vital in tins respect for they would be able to
see problems frorn both sides of the fence.

The case study on Malaysia, on the other hand, reports on the
ability and the availability of academicians to conduct research and act
as consultants for development planning purposes but regrets that they
are not involved to the extent expected. Co quote, "If co-operation
between the universities and the government is small in the field of re-
search, then it is negligible in the field of consultation. " The lack of
institutional arrangements is adduced as the main reason. The fear
entertained by politicians that academicians cannot be trusted with clas-
sified information is also given as a further reason. A third reason
offered is that the university staff in Malaysia is paid well enough not
to be motivated by morrqary needs. The author compares the position
in relation to Thailand. Indonesia and the Philippines, and recommends
that the universities take the initiative. He says::

Academics should not eect the government to make
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the initi fficial move all the time. As stigied
previously, the process ot getting greater nuivet-L,' ii

volvement in government research activities can I
facilitated by academics submitting detailed research
proposals to the government after informal disciwsion
with senior government officials. There is a dugree
of inertia in any bureaucratic machinery and the i_,cademics

must do what they can to lessen it.

The case study on the Philippines also presents a somewhat
gloomy picture and emphasizes that universities and colleges should
take immediate action if they are to "avoid further real criticism of
their being irrelevant sanctuaries for learning sevetal archaic sci-
ences." Vincente 13. Valdepaas Jr. says "If the Universities and
Colleges continue to keep their distance from the processes of national
dcyci()pment planning as they have done in the past and stilt generally
do today. they then run the same risk of turning out too ninny graduates
with the wrong skills as they have been doing since 1946. " The main
reason given for the universities failure to participate in research
training and consultancy activiries is that they do not possess adequate
financial resources. The second reason adduced its political. He says
"University professors are generally loathe to work on tasks, the mean-
ing and direction of which are subject to so much political vacillation."
He recommends that, in the face of political ambiguities, universities
should probably concentrate on the problem-solving type of development
pirtMibig,

Through these case studies, as well as the workshops, R1HED

has drawn the attention of both universities and government agencies
to a significant opporamity which the former had missed and a substan-
tial input that the latter have failed to utilize adequately.
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liNIEVERSITY EXPANSI N IN SOIJT!=I-lAST ASIA

Ilmnuay Tapingkae d Tho growl-; of Sôut:hccwt Asian unTversitios:
expansion veroul convoiiciation; proceedings of the workshop
held in Chiang Mai, Thailand, 29 November - 2 December 1973.
Singapore, Regional Institute of Higher Education and Develop-
ment, 19M. 203 p.

This publication may he introduced as a companion volume to the
collection of thirteen essays which the Asian Regional Institute of
Highor Edncation and Development (MED) published one year earlier
under the title "Development of Higher Education in South-East Asia :
Problems and Issues." It embodies the proceedings of a regional work-
shop held to discuss the problems of rapid expansion of higher educa-
tion institutions and to consider the alternatives of the selective higher
education approach vs. the mass higher education approach in the con-
text of South-East Asian economic and social conditions. It was design-
ed to explore a concept of -consolidation'' as an alternative to expansion
of facilities for higher education.

The publication commences with eight country reports on prob-
lems of university growth. Indonesia speaks of the -catastrophic con-
sequences" of a "worsening situation in higher education. Malaysia
describes how the university and University Colleges Act of 1971 ration-
alized the establishment and management of institutions of higher edu-
cation. Singapore reports on how it has been able to direct and regulate
the growth of higher education so as to achieve a satisfactory balance
between the supply and demand of manpower. Thailand stresses the
emergence of 'student power' as a new dimension in higher education
and pinpoints controlled expansion, rather than consolidation, as the
dominating requirement of Thai higher education. The Philippines ex-
presses the government's keenness to improve the quality of higher
education and reviews the steps so far taken such as the institution of-
the National College Entrance Examination and the moratorium on the
establishment of new universities and colleges.

While these eight country reports deal with the general ,:i_ua-
tion in each country, three special papers by Koesnadi Hardjasoernantri,
Lim Chong Yah and Amara Raksasataya deal with three policy alterna-
tives in higher educational development in relation to the experiences of

* Reviewed in ]aucation Lirz Aeia:
No. 6, September 1974.
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d 1M icspccl vel y. The situations set
ed rot' exa ii iii:I I IcjII a re :

I. The CXpuJietiCW- ol Indonesia resulting. Irom the policy of
consolnlation embodied in the Basic Memorandum on [Uglier
Education of 1967, e.g. , (a) Development of "consortia of
'acuities" to ,ter ye as advisory boards to the Mniister in de-
signing nationwide development programmes in each of the
five fields : abvricultutal sciences, science and technology,'
mcdkal sciences, social sciences and humanities, and educa-

tion and teacher training; (h) Selection and development of
five universities as centres of excellence; (c) Co-ordination
among private universities through the Institute of Private
Institutions of Higher Education; (d) Institution of an 'Open-
door' system with non-degree programmes ; (c) Master

plans for the developinefit ot individual institutes.

2. The experience of the University of Siogapore m setting bp
higher entry criteria to each Faculty, txised on a common point-
system for the whole university, us a measure of chucking

rapid and unplanned erlansion which adversely affects quality
of education.

3. The workings of the Open-door University Policy of Ramkharn-
haeng University of Thailand and its impact on both academic
performance and student power.

The multi-directional discussions in the eleven papers are ably

summarized by Charles F. Keyes assisted by Susan Miller. The points
graphically demonstrated are :

a) Too rapid expanRion can lead to:
- deterioration of quality ;
- graduates' not always being best suited to manpower needs ;

creation of unwieldy institutions;
political activism among students.

h) "Consolidation- relates to rational planning directed towards
the articulation of higher education with the national goals of

a society.
c) The sU'ucture of higher education might be rebuilt to reconcile

the advantages of the mass education approach with those of
the selective higher education approach.

An interesting idea put forward is that "something of a division
of tabour might be accomplished with government-supported universities
emphasizing selective higher education,and private colleges and univer-
sities emphasizing mass higher education."
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NATI( NAL EXAMINATI_ FOR ADMISSION TO

UNIVERSITY PHILIPPINES

Lletton

On 9 March 1973, th .sident of the Philippines, Ferdinand E.
Marcos, promulgated Presidential Decree No.146 requiring all high'-
school graduates seeking admission to post-secondary degree program-
mes having a miniinum of four years study to pass a national 'college
entrance' (or university admissions) examination. The objective is
imbedded in the purposes of national development; it seeks the highest
quality of education not only in the third level of education but hopefully
down the educational ladder ; it hopes ultimately to maintain a healthy
and viabie balance of all types of workers in the manpower stock Of the
country. The Philippines is thought to be the only country with this
type of national admission8 policy.

This policy was one of thc educational reform measures recom-
mended separately by the following: the Presidential Commission to
Survey Philippine Education (PSC Education Survey Report, 1970), the
Department of Education and Culture (DEC recommendations, 1959

through 1972), the Higher Education Research Council (HERC Report,
1972) and some private national associations (e.g. the Philippine Psy-
chological Corporation).

The new system of admission is expected to ensure the training
of those persons best qualified academically to pursue higher education.
A second outcome should be a better allocation of students to progrim-
mes with higher manpower priority. The policy was necessary because
of the emergence of some glaring socio-economic weaknesses

I. the acute imbalance between the number of college graduates
the number which the labour market can absorb;

2. the general open system of admission to colleges and univ ---
sides contributing to the swelling of college enrolment;

3. the great need for trained middle-level manpower as well as
the great need for well-trained professionals (noiwithstanding
the oversupply of graduates in the fields of education, liberal
arts and commerce).

linplementationofPi-esidcntial Decree No. 146

To successfully carry out the State policy and objectives spelled
out in PD 146, the President of the Philippines has empowered the
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c:rcully of Ow Depai (r1 Education and Culture to promulgate
Rules and Regulations for its implementation. As a result, there art:
organrzed in the 13EC two instrementnlities which are carrying out the
objectives of the Decree. These are the National College. Entiance
Esfimination (WEE) Advisory Board itul the NCEE Centre.

The First NCEE : the 1973-74 Testing Programme. The first
NCEE, which WAS a combination of menial ability tests and subject pro-
ficiency tests in English, Mathematics and Sciences, was administered
to 332,000 students desiring to enrol in first-degree or the equivalent
type of professional courses of at least four years' duration. The num-
ber excludes the 571 foreign and Filipino students who completed their
secondary schooling abroad and wanted to enrol in Philippine cellews
and universities. For do( sub-group a Special NCEE was administer-
ed on 23 June 1974.

When the policy was implemented for the 0 i-st time, there were
many misgivings and anxieties generated by students, parents, concern-
ed citizens and even educators. The public then was uncertain about
how the policy was going to affect them. Clarifications were given

ugh educational conferences, mass media and also clarifications of
the extent, scope and applicability of the policy. There is even now the
need to foster in the public a positive attitude towards testing. Some

educators think that testing, especially on a national scope, is a dyreat
to education, not because the tests are faulty but because the basic the-
ories and principles of educational and psychological measurement are
somewhat misconceived. Although there may have been educational
crimes committed through the misuse of tests, those committed because
of the failure to use tests could be far more destructive to the welfare

of students and of society.

The Secont 'EE the 74-75 Testin Proiramme. The second
NCEE, which was a parallel to the first, was administered on 24 Novem-

r 1974 to about 400,000 students simultaneously all over the country.

The Department of Education and Culture through the NCEE Centre
utilized the 125 Division/City Superintendents as Local Examination
Committee Chairmen in all parts of the Philippines. The operational
machinery included about 35,000 examiners and proctors representing
both the public and private schools in 1,127 examinations centres dis-
tributed in all parts of the country, each headed hy a Chief Examiner.

Each student examinee is charged an amount of five pesos (P5,00).
The remaining expenses are borne by the government with a yearly
national appropriation.

The Third NCEE : thel2nirieF The third NCEE will

fastered to about a half million students in November 1975 and
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the technical :3taff of the NCEE Centro are at pie:wilt developing the
materials for it. As an attempt to reduce to a minimum differences in
test Performance dne to variations ia curricular sophistication, school

es, and cultural laases, the subject matter component of the
rvious NCEE will not he included.

It is interesting to note that hile many countries in the Asian
region and elsewhere are moving away from entrance or school-leaving
examinations of all types internal vs. external or objective vs. essay
the Philippines appears to be proving that the examination as such is a
valid education exercise. There are States or localities in the United
States of America that continue to use traditional external examinations

are even reviving the practice of internal testing, particularly as
part of the "back to basics- movement begun in the State of California.
Also, several country-wide standardized tests are used as qualifiers
for a selective admissions system to public and private universities
and colleges. !lore in A -;1a Singlipore and Sri Lanka have continued
external examinations for their own sehool-kaving General Certificate
of Education (CCP). Results of this examination influence the accept-
ance of the secondary-school graduate in university.
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Brief reporto on recent pub licationa

PLANNING EDUCATION FOR RURAL DEVELOPMENT

Ahmed, Manzoor and Philip H. Coombs, ed. Education for rural
development; case studies for planners, prepared for the World
Bank and UNICEF, New York, Praeger Publishers L1915/ (Praeger
special studies in international economies and development)

That the main effort in develop ent at both the national and the
international leveis has in future to be focused on the rural areas of
the developing countries is now no longer in dispute. The question
currently under discussion is how best this effort might be made. The
statistics are dramatic enough; about 85 per cent of the 750 million
poor are considered to be in 'absolute poverty'. Three-fourths of these
are in the developing countries of Asia and 80 per cent of these three-
fourths live in rural areas. In total, somewhat over 300 million of
those in 'absolute poverty' in the Asian region are engaged in agri-
culture as their principal occupation.

Rural poverty is found not only in the highly productive irrigated
areas of the region but in the dry zones as well. It is characterized by
small holdings of less than two hectares, many of which are fragment-
ed, by uncertain tenancy of land, by squatting, by sharecropping, by
swiden (or transient) cultivation and by illiteracy. Nor is the situation
improving, for the rural population is wowing by more than two per
cent per year with a consequent worsening of the person/land ratio.
Evidently, without a concerted effort in rural development, rural pov-
erty will remain pervasive.

It is against this background that "Education for rural development'
was written, although the statistics have been taken from another
source. The 17 case studies are presented in two parts, the first com-
prising nine studies of programmes for basic general education; the
second, eight studies of employment-related education. The material
in Part I was designed L. provide data for UNICEF, while Part II was
for the World Bank and formed, no doubt, one of the background docu-
ments used in the preparation of the Bank's Sector Policy Paper, "Rural
Development", on which a note is to be found under 'Notes on Asian
Documents' in this issue of 'Education in Asia'.

"Education for Rural Development" is wide in coverage and the
studies penetrate deeply into the background, organization, implemen-
tation and costs of a large number of rural development projects in :
Afghanistan, Colombia, Cuba, India, Indonesia, Jamaica, Kenya,
Republic of Korea, Mali, Nigeria, Philippines, Sri Lailla, Tanzania,
Thailand and Upper Volta.
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Tbe analytical framework adopted for the studies reflects, despite
the emphasis on education, a comprehensive view of rural development,
equating it with the fundamental transformation of rural societies -
social, economic and political. The book will thus be of interest not
only to those involved in the field of education, but also to specialists
in a wide range of other disciplines. As to the projects themselves,
they represent an interesting mix of Government- and privately-
sponsored enterprises, three of which appear to have originated and
continue in operation due to the enthusiasm and dedication of individuals
who have taken initiatives on their own.

The editors, themselves authors of four of the studies, identify
from the widely diverse projects reported in the book a limited range
of learning objectives, including general education (literacy, numeracy,
change-motivation, development orientation); general education plus
occupational orientation and training; improvement in family life;
training in rural farm and non-farm skills ; training for management ;
training for leadership.

The activities in each of the various projects described are main-
ly in the area of non-formal education, although some can best be
described as hybrids, falling terween and exhibiting some of the charac-
teristics of both formal and non-formal education.

The book has three features that make its contents useful and

raise it above the level of a mere compendium of the case histories of
interesting rural development projects in the Third World. First, the
quality of writing is such that the reader is soon absorbed in, and be-
gins to feel almost a part of, the scene about which he is reading. The
accounts of the jombang Project in Indonesia and of Bambara society in
Mali, for example, take one very quickly into the heart of the situations
described and thus to a ready appreciation of the particular rural devel-
opment problems described.

Second, the studies follow a not- o-vigorous but easily identifi-
able and common pattern of presentation. One can thus simply com-
pare, for example, the cost of the rural mobile skill-training program-
me in Colombia with that of the mobile training schools in Thailand.
Closer examination of comparative costs in the book indicates that this
is perhaps an area of weakness in rural development programmes for,
of the 17 studies, only five provide clear data of a type indicating that
cost planning and control were built into project designs from the start.

Finally, the authors of each of the studies have provided what are
variously described as appraisals, conclusions, lessons or comments
concerning the projects about which they have written. In some ways
this is the most important feature of the book for it is here that those
who plan programmes for future rural development may readily benefit
from the experience which has been gained by others in their field.
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PLANNING TECHNICAL EDUCATION

(Case Study : Bangladesh)

Ritzen, Jozer M. and Judith B. Balderston. Methodology for p

ning technicai education; with a case study of polytechnics

Bangladesh /byj JoseT M. Ritzen and/ Judith B. Balderston.

New York, Praeger j1975/. 161 p

More than any other branches of the educational spectrum, tech-
nical and professional education programmes are aimed directly at
supplying manpower to perform certain jobs and to fill certain occu-
pations. The goals and objectives of technical and professional train-
ing are therefore relatively more concrete and more easily quantified
than other segments of the educational system. Thusonce manpower
requirements are knownit is possible to define in rough terms the
planning process for technical and professional education to meet
these needs.

Between the allocation of resources (investments in education)
and the satisfaction of manpower requirements, three stages are to be
distinguished : (1) financing of education; (2) student flow ; (3) employ-
ment. These three stages require different lines of inquiry and differ-
ent tools for analysis. For an integrated planning effort the analysis
must be woven into a more comprehensive decision model. This is
the main focus of the book and is found in a detailed chapter setting out
the model. Other chapters deal with each of these stages separately,
while the appendix provides the background of the 'case' used to exem-
plify these methods ; polytechnics in Bangladesh. Bibliographical notes
at the end of each chapter and extensive tables, charts, graphs and
formulae supply additional sources of information on the subject.

An important component of this model is a management informa-
tion system. The data produced by this structure should enable admin-
istrators at either the central co-ordinating point or the school site
(principals) to arrive at better decisions concerning expansion or con-
traction of enrolment capacity, improvement of internal efficiency,
relevancy of the training for jobs, as well as the cost effectiveness of
the training. For the planner, the management information system is
also a prerequisite for improving any models or techniques used.

4 1
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A second component is a policy explication framework. Since
the focus is on technical education the policy explication framework is
mainly concerned with manpower targets, which lead to the third
componentmanpower forecasts. A last component of the decision
model is a method for deriving optimal investment decisions for tech-
nical education. This method relies heavily on the framework of

student flow-and-demand projection developed for the other components.
The solution of this optimization problem is achieved with the techni-
que of quadratic programming. A final chapter discusses the scope
and limitations of the tools developed. The usefulness of these plan-
ning techniques for policy purposes is explored in cost-benefit terms,
and suggestions are made for further research.

The intention of this study is to contribute to the methodology of
planning educational systems, while touching on some of .the most
pressing problems encountered in the real world. Analysis of what
happens inside the school (teaching methods, curriculum, adminis-
tration) and examination of the relationship between job content and
training are among those subjects that are essential for proper plan
ning and require further study.

The authors express the hope that their book will stimulate
others to contribute to knowledge and understanding in this field.
Their extremely well conceived, researched, organized and docu-
mented book, although technically complex (as is the topic itself),
should certainly do so.

4 4
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INDIA : POPULATION AND EDUCATION

National Staff College for Educational Planners and Administrators,

New Delhi, owing multitudes and the search for educational
opportunity, report of the National Meet of Experts on Popula-

tion Dynamics and Education held at New Delhi, 28-31 October

1974. New Delhi, 1975. 528 p. mimo

The main purpose of the 'Meet', for which this is the final report,
was to explore the multi-dimensional relationship between population
and education and to consider ways in which educational development
could respond to the challenges of uncontrolled population growth. The
report is divided into three parts, the first of which gi-res the main
particulars such as the objectives, names of participants, titles of dis-
cussion papers and a summary of the main conclusions and recommen-
dations. The second part is the report proper and Is essentially a
record of the main presentations and discussions of the Meet. The
third part reproduces the different papers presented and includes a
number of documents used as background material.

The Meet was organized in pursuance of the following recommen-
dation made by the Regional Seminar of Experts on Population Dynamics
and Educadonal Planning held at l3angkok 10-18 September 1973:

"/Iiai.-/ Member States be assisted to organize national
workshops for demographers, educational planners and
administrators to work together on better harmonization
of sectoral policies and objectives and on the design of in-
tegrated development projects in the field of population and

educational development."

The main objectives were as follows :

1. to examine different aspects of the relationship
between population dynamics and education.

2. to identify and delineate areas of high priority
for further inquiry and research in this field, and

3. to make concrete recommendations towards promoting
a clearer understanding of the relationship between
population dynamics and education among educational
planners and administrators.
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Among the topics discussed in the papers were:census, literacy
and educational attainment ; migration; women's education and family
planning; child care; population edreation; nOn-formal education;
training of educational administrators and medical personnel ; research.
The conclusions of these discussions are presented in detail and could
serve as guidelines on these subjects. The following resolution was a
result of the various conclusions (p. 52)

/ Resolved/ that the National Staff College for Educational
Planners and Administrators, New Delhi, may invite Unesco
and other International agencies to promote and develop re-
gional co-operation among the Asian countries in the growth
of population education througn (i) the organization of studies
and research in the planning and administration of population
education ; (ii) the training of personnel for the purpose ; and
(iii) the provision of clearing-house facilities and dissemination
of information. The National Staff College, in co-operation
with the National Council of Educational Research and Training
and other appropriate agencies in India, may offer facilities
for this purpose on a regional basis.

Besides providing a well-organized source book of information
on this subject, for use in India and abroad, this document also serves
as a review of the status of work in the field of population dynamics in
India as of late 1974.

4 6
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REVIEW OF EDUCATIONAL STUDIES IN THE

REPUBLIC OF KOREA

Korean National Co- ission for Uneseo. Review of educational

studies in Korea -eoull 1972. 129 p.

This book is intended to be the first in a series of abstracts as a
part of the educational programmes of the Korean National Commission
for Unesco. The Preface states that, in addition to providing informa-
tion concerning research studies in the Republic of Korea t;:, educators
who need it, it is hoped that the publication will stimuiate !=.L.ther edu-
cational research. A total of 19 papers were selected for abs:rs.:ang,
from among the many study papers written between 1970 and.1,0:15.' fy
are arranged here in alphabetical order by author in each of two parts.
Papers selected fall into such general areas as comparative education;
history of education; history of educational administration; school ad-
ministration and finance; teacher education; higher education; educa-
tional planning; child development ; educational psychology and measure-
ment ; curriculum ; and educational methodology.

Many papers on education in the Republic of Korea (as well as
some on education in North Korea) have been written in Korean-in
recent years, but few are found which are written in English and which
are also good enough for permanent publication. Papers included in
this book, although published in abstract form, have been written in
English and some of them may be of particular interest to Asian readers.

Several abstracts deserving special attention are Study of differences
in viewpoint about teachers as conceived by teachers and parents;
Higher education in North Korea ; Correlates of administrative styles
and personality traits of school administrations in simulated situations;
A study on adjustment problems of college students ; An experimental
study on structuring the classroom environment for development of
achievement motive; A study on number concept formation in Korean
children; An experimental study on the change of self concept;
Learning Skills Development Project for Educational Retardates in
Middle School ; and Education Development Project - Teaching-Learning
Model.

Review of each stwv paper abstracted is not attempted in this
publication. Inquiries regarding the abstracts published as well as in-
formation regarding other articles may be addressed to the Korean
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National Commission for Unesco, Seoul. For the benefit of reade7s,
however, the study on 'Differences in viewpoint about teachers 0 c con-
ceived by teachers and parents' is selected for special review herr

This study was undertaken in order to : (1) assess different opin-
ions existing between teachers themselves and parents as te the prob-
lems of their role and the duty being performed by primary school
teachers, (2) find differences existing in the view of the teacher's
role and duty as conceived by teachers themselves according to sex
and professional career, and (3) find differences existing in the view
of the teacher's role and duty as conceived by parents according to
their academic backgrounds and occupations. Differences in view of
the teacher as conceived between teachers and parents revealed the
level of significance and the percentile was calculated by frequency of
response to each item.

Regarding the findings of the study, it appears to be intended to
demonstrate that parents have a more traditional and conservative view
of the teacher's role than do teachers themselves. In the question of
teaching methods, a majority of teachers (69.2%) emphasized self-
controlled learning by children while many parents (here, the figure
given is 31. 5 % but may have been the converse, or 68. 5 %) prefer
learning depending upon the teacher's direct explanation and control.
In guidance, more than half of teachers (54. 3%) put emphasis on at-
titude as a factor of learning, but among parents only 24. 7% con-
sidered attitude as significant, and 24.5 % favoured discipline.

The Republic of Korea, like other Asian countries, has been
undergoing rapid social changes in recent years. A new or follow-up
study may need to be made on changes of role and competencies of
Korean teachers as conceived by teachers and by parents, in view of
the changing structure of Korean primary education with its relation
to socio-economic development.

4 8
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EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT IN NEPAL

Mobsin, Mohammad and Prem Kasaju, ed. Education and deveiopmen
Kathmandu, National Education Conmittee, 1975. 174 p.

This publication contains a series of papers on education pro-
duced to mark the coronation of His Majesty King Birendra Bir Bficram
Shah Dev of Nepal in 1975. It is divided into three main sections :

= Education and national development;
= Manpower, education, and economic development; and
= Views and reviews.

Educadon and national development is composed of four papers,
the first of which is a survey of Nepal's attempts at educational reno-
vation, and deals with the problems of education in relation to the con-
straint of traditionalism. Dr. Mohsin discusses the practical aims of
the National Education System Plan, and emphasizes the importance of
curricular changes as a vital element of the plan. He says :

It stipulates complete departure from the inherited
system of education in the sense that overall emphasis of
the Plan in disseminating knowledge is on beginning from
specific to general, from practical to theoretical and from
applied to pure. As the present national motto in the edu-
cation sector is "Education for Development" and also, as
an overwhelming number of students will be terminating
their formal studies at the lower and intermediate levels of
education, the Plan is primarily addressed at rendering
educational curricula rele-iant to their life-experience.
The major thrust at each specific level is to equip its re-
cipients with knowledge, orientation and skills that may be
of immediate and practical assistance to them in harmon-
izing themselves with, not alienating from, their immediate
material and cultural environment. Keeping this in view,
the new education-mix integrates education with skills, and
learning with apprenticeship.

In his opinion, the Plan is functioning well, and has "... already
started to disturb the status quo that the decades of indecision and
inaction have sustained. . . " The Plan is still in its early stages of
execution. The importance of avoiding the stagnation and inactivity
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which can result from over-emphasis on bureaucratic procedure and
lack of public understanding is stressed.

The other three papers in this section deal with educational
administration, school-level vocational education, and the National
Development Sendce.

The section Manpower, Education and Economic Development
begins with a review of manpower needs by Dr. Harka Oarung and
discusses, among other problems, the need of the country to produce a
large number of technical personnel, especially in the fields of engin-
eering, medicine and agriculture. In 1970, only 24 per cent of the
country's school teachers had received any professional training, and
only 9 per cent were graduates. Teacher shortages, by 1974, were
estimated at 3,605. Certain parts of the country suffer more than
others in this respect; Kathmandu Valley, for example, contains 73
per cent of the county's science graduates, and even 45 per cent of all
agricultural graduates, and the doctor/population figure in this area is
one-to-2,854, while the average for the country is one-to-32,800. The
writer suggests two solutions to this imbalance ; to offer incentives to
middle-level technicians to move to 'areas of pioneer development',
and the provision of improved urban amenities outside the already
overcrowded cities, thus enabling the relocation of groups of profes-
sional people who would move into the improved areas at the same time,
providing a nucleus which would later attract other trained and educated
personnel to the same area.

Other papers in this section deal with the statistical relationship
between the level of education and the level of economic development
in different regions, and health manpower development in Nepal.

The final main section, Views and Reviews, contains papers on
English teaching in Nepal, a survey of educational statistics, and
'relevance' in education and national development.

There are also appendixes containing educadonal data for Nepal
and a chart showing the structure of the education system.

5 0
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PAKISTAN : TEACHERS AND CHANG G CURRICULA

Pakistam. Ministry of Ed.ucation. The changing role of the
teacher and its influence on the preparation for the profes-
sion and on in-service train ng. Islamabad L1972j. 78 P

This document is the report presented by the government of
Pakistan at the 35th Session of the International Conference on Educa-
tion IBE/Unesco, Geneva, September 1975. It describes the objectives
of the educational reforms of 1972, and how they are being implemented,
emphasizing the implications of the changing role of the teacher, and
which innovations are being introducedand how. This latter list mir-
rors the shift from general education to agro-technical education and is
of interest to those involved in educational innovation. It includes :
introduction of science from Class I: introduction of agro-technical
subjects from Class VI; integration of content with life situations and
environment ; use of inquiry-oriented teaching; increased use of audio-
visual materials ; laboratory-oriented and integrated science program-
mes; project approach in the learning of agro-techmical studies to
create learning situations ; curriculum revision in line with modern de-
velopments emphasizing the process of learning and based on national
needs; preparation of teachers' guides and teaching kits for primary
schools. The other points relate to the establishment of various national
units and centres, for the purpose of carrying out these innovations.

The report of the National Committee on primary teacher educa-
tion curriculum 1974 is also included. It notes general and specific
recommendations and gives detailed information on the schemes of

study for primary and secondary teacher training programmes. Figures
for the requirements in number of teachers 1975-80 are given M this
section.

Another chapter gives facts and data for secondary teacher edu-
cation, including industrial and agro-technical branches. Information
on Masters' Degree tiaining programmes and teacher training institu-
tions presented in this chapter as well.

There are also several pages devoted to the use of so-called
instructional technology, teaching kits and supplementary information.

The rest of the document comprises annexures giving various
specific information regarding the education system of Pakistan. This
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should serve as a very useful reference guide for anyone interested in
the subject: general background information ; teachers and teacher
education; elementary (primary) educaUon; secondary and intermediate
education; adult and continuing education; scheme of studies for the
secondary school examination and proposed scheme for intermediate
classes and examinations. Tables at the end of the report provide
statistics on such aspects as the number of educational institutions,
enrolments, and numbers of teachers in various educational institutions
by type, level and sex.

This document thus provides a compendium of handy well-
presented information on education in Pakistan and serves as an excel-
lent reference source for those concerned with the topic.
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THE ROLE OF THE UNIVERSITY IN ADULT EDUCATION,

SRI LANKA

Sri Lanka. University. Agency for External Examinations and

Extension Services. University adult education in Sri Lanka;
report of a National Seminar, Colombo, 26 April-3 May 1975.
Colombo, 1975. 25 p. mimeo.

The University of Sri Lanka, in joint partnership with the Sri
Lanka National Commission for Unesco and the Sri Lanka Foundation
Institute, conducted a National Seminar in May 1975 to formulate a
national strategy for university adult education in Sri Lanka, taking
into consideration the country's needs, resources, possibilities and
priorities. Other objectives of the Seminar were:

1. to discuss the conceptual aspects of university
adult education;

2. to promote a better understanding of the place of
adult education in the university curricula ;

3. to motivate both the authorities and the faculty
members for a greater sense of commitment and
involvement in university adult education;

4. to promote a feeling of professional identity among
those engaged in adult education in the university ;

5. to evaluate the current programmes of university
adult education;

6. to create a greater awareness of the national efforts
in other Asian and Pacific countries, and their com-
mon as well as particular problems; and

7. to examine the possibilities for regional co-operation.

A primary theme that had characterized the deliberations of the
Seminar was that "it would be difficult to justify the continued existence
of a university which insulates itself from the present crisis of learn-
ing. " The Seminar conceived of this crisis as caused by many people
opdng out of education just at the moment when today's technologically
developed, complex and rapidly changing world poses an urgent impera-
tive on continuing education to improve the quality of human relations
and life. 51
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Considering the tardiness of universities to provide dynamic
leadership in evolving a 'learning society', the Seminar felt that a fac-
tor which inhibited the university adoption of the life-long learning con-
cept was a reluctance to introduce problem-oriented teaching program-
mes which invariably demand an interdisciplinary approach. After an
analysis of what has so far been done by the University of Sri Lanka in
relation to continuing education, the Seminar concluded as follows :

The University of Sri Lanka has continued to consider that
its main obligation is to full-time under-graduate and graduate
students, following regular courses ; and any obligation to the
rest of the community, if at all, has so far been only marginal.
It is timely therefore that the university should seek new direc-
tioas to meet more adequately the persistent needs of the adult
community.

The Seminar made a series of recommendations aimed at making
the University of Sri Lanka "usefully integrated with the community"
and to "develop positive attitudes towards national development. " It
urged the creation of a National Council of Adult Education at the
national level and a University Cowell of Adult Education at the Uni-
versity level. In identifying the clientele for programmes of adult
education, priority was assigned to :

a) organizations involved in specific fields of activity,
e.g. trade unions or co-operatives ; and

b) the rural sector, drawn from development socIeties.

A variety of courses was suggeste,, with due notice taken of the
need to stress group work with two-way flow, workshops and work pro-
jects rather than formal lectures. The Seminar also considered ways
and means of ensuring the motivation of learners and teachers.

5 4
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Aust,rti1ieii Nat 1one11 Corriati. onion for Atto-tiv Lie LrZ the
world ,--)f and txmorryv, Cariber ru, , 19711. 171 p
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This docunient i s a rcport 011 the proceeding. of a Seminal on
"Learning to lie " organized by the Austrnlia Llacsco Coniniittee for
Education and held in Canberra, October 1974. As such , it gives a
unique though partial view of AtiL; nalian aducati-on Loduy ond pr-:widezi
a row of pc rspeetives on future development s tfl educationini tht coun-
try. The report nuikes it arparent that th e oduc:itors in Australia arc
beginning to talk of national problems of educa don instead of (leant-1g
with State problems in isokition and trying to find comprornises for
them. The report also indicates that, in broad terms, the new direc -
lions in Australian educational pracn ce won] d a cc° id WI Ii the "social,
tendencies and resources" outlined iby t Uwsco-sponsored inter-
national Commission. The constraints and vat fications of this accord
were stressed by the seminar howeverthe most Obvious heing the
exis ting educational system and the others relating to the constituriona,1
issues surrounding the control of education, tbe overlap b.enveen in--

tutions as well as between programines and what is described as the
inherent con5tervative attitude of the educators.

The "Learning to Be" in the Sernimar title is of course taken
ni the titie of the recent Unesco publication -Learning to he

world of education today and tomorrow, ' tne rePort o f art International
Commission on the Development of Education whi ch vas established by
Unesco under the cnairmans hip of Professor e:dg-ar Faure of France.

The Australian report includes papers given by the principal
speakers ; i. e. ,

"1/1a jor Trends in Education i n Australia ," by the Hon.
Kim E. lleazley, Australian Miriister for
Education.

2. -An Overv w of 'Learning to He' ", liy Cr. F. Champ o
Ward, member of the International Coirunissiotu
-World Trends in PAuottion", by Professor Lionel 171.
Elvin, Visiting Fri_ lessor ial Fc$nw, Caribelra College
of Education.

4. -Learning to Ile - Trends, Co nguence, Coils
Mr Professor Hugh: Philp, Sexnlr are ctos,
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Li al so Cull tttJilH H hiter 1ILIILS repared for the semi ha r by (I) the
Australian s ion , (2) the Comni is s io n ott Ad vanced

Education, (3) the Schools` Commission, (4) the Australian Pre-Schools'
Committee, and (5) the Ait Stria Ian Committee on Technical and Further
Plducation. Interspersed commentaries present the statements about
"Learning to 13e" in the Austra lian context which emerged front vaxious
group discussions. Professor Philp then summarizes the papers and
the seminar.

Two of the recurring themes of "Learning to Be are -the 'demo-
cratization of education' and life-long education. Toward greater
'democracy', teconnuendations are made for wider variety in the
school complex and for such on-again-off-again ideas as the nen-graded
school. Community learning s recommended as one approach toward
life-long education, and there is wide agreement that specific types of

community orga nizat ion a s ve1l as private enterprise s hoald take
greater responsibility in this.

Dr. Ward, who was a member of the International Conunissiou
itself, outlines the approach -which they adopted. lie refers to the
pligin of children who no longer have "obvious utility in the family"
(Perhaps contributing to their becoming 'rebels without a cause'). "In
their case;'he says, "unless their education provides sone form of
participation in real processes. the young will live in a sort of linear
hothouse for twenty-odd years. " The Commission also thought that
"ways in which support for education could be decentralized ought to he

explored. " Finally, they concluded that to achie-ve life- long learning
would require "a rniAture of formal and non-formal education and a
considerably broader and more di-versified view of what learning is and
of where and how it occurs."

Professor Elviu, a former Urtesco Department of Education
Director, takes issue however with the Commission report as containing
statements which are "too sweeping and super ficial, " while recogniz-
ing that the Commission "could not go into their problem as thorough-
ly- and penetratingly as an independent scholar might. He cautious
against broad generaltzabons and ehertations to change everything
everywhere with regard to education, calling attention both to success-
ful partial change in developed as well as developing countries , anzi
o unsuccessful effort to change things too drastically on too large a.
scale. As an example of the lattertelevision teaching viewed opti-
mistically as a means to overcome teacher shortageshe refers to an
unsuccessful II. S.A. everiment with television teaching in American
Samoa and concludes that "the use of really suitable television pro-
grammes can be an aid to the teacher (and the best of such programmes
are very good, though not adapted to eNery culture), but cannot be a
substitute for the teacher and will not save the budget money."

5 4
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The Australian Minister for Education, the Honourable Kint
E. Beazley, rvi. P. , describes several major trends in Australian educa -
tion, mentioning for instance that the Commonwealth government bad
committed over two hundred million Australian dollars in a programme
of teacher education and stipulated that teachers colleges should be
autonomous. He points out that in a world which is unstable with a
future less certain than previously, "people must learn not just to be,
but also to understand. . to involve themselves constructively. " Later
in his stmement he proceeds to examine some of the essential elements
of reform and change given on 3). 233-234 of "Learning to Be" in the
light of Australian needs and developments.

The 'syndicate groups formed lor work in the Seminar go atout
this same kind of examination in anallyrical fashion. Syndicate group
for example, faces up to fundamental issues very squarely ,reportiag as
follow

F irst, the group a sked whether -Learning to Be " Is
document about education or about society, and in the

light of the strength and complexity of the challenges posed
in the Chapter we questioned the strength of education to
act as a change mechanism in sociery.2 . The persuasive
influence of the mass media and )their/ attitude to re--sponsibility /were/ discus se d.

Second, "Learning to Be, " arid indeed much of the
work of Unesco, depends upon the assumption that
individually or collectively, man is a co-operative,
idealistic, altruistic, non-aggressive, non-acquisiti ve
and selfless being. Yet the evidence of history and of
contemporary events belies this assumption. For in-
stance, specifically in relation to international relations.
neither the donation nor the acceptance of aid is a dis-
interested affair divorced from the realities of politics.

In his suirunary of the Seminar activity and r.ports, Professor
Hugh Philp discusses four main , recurrent themes (a) nationalism;
(b) the philosophy of 'needs' ; (c) participation in decision- making;
(d) diversification. He finds reason for optimism, referring part, cit-
laxly to the "passion for equ.ality" (de Tocqueville's phrase ia
"Democracy in America") winch runs through the statements sub-
mitted to the Seminar by Australian commissions.

Frequent misspellings, omitted words and other typographical
errors in the book hamper reading wha t is nevertheless a refreshiagly
introspective report. Another national seminar has recently been held
in Australia, and readers may look forvard to being further stimulated
by the report of this seminar when it becomes available.
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The following brief annotated list of dauments related
to education has been complied by making a selection
from entries in recent Accession Lists of die Unesco

Regional Office LiOrary and Clearing 'louse.

Asian Development html. 7th Annual Moeti

Governors , Lumpur, 25-27 April 1974. n417117kory

Kuala Lumpur, 19714. 217 p.

This rtTort includes. R two-page Sumary of Proceedi ri gs and

14 Appendixs comprising some 2U0 prgcs. Tho appendixes in-
clude various tWaretises and statements by, for exwmple, the
Fri= Nini.ster or ntlaysia, the Chairman of Lho Boilrd of Gove-
flora " the Presideht of the Bank and the Governors for 39 of the
member countries. Farther, 'the appendixes contain reports and
resolutions adopted by the Board of Governors which give finan-
cial statements, allocations of net income and Une budget for
1974. A repolq, on th_e progress of an Asian Development Fland,
in which 14 dereloperl menber countries have agreed to partici-
pate, appears in Appeiviix 7.

Asian Programme of aucational Innovation for Development (APEID)
National Centroc,' e edwationa7 innovntio71 paTticipating 1-11
APEID: Directory Qnd Calendar:5

of

' 2925. Bangkok, Unesco Re-
gional Office for Eduet1on in Asia, 1975. 133 p.

This docwaent contains concise information on 30 institu-
tions for educational research and development and planning which
have been formally associated with ATEID. These institutions are
situated in 14 Asian countries (India, Indonesia, Iran, Japan,
fChmer Republic, Repablic of Korea, Laos, Nalaysia, Nepal, Pakis-
tan, Philippines, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Republic of Viet-Nan).
The inf4rmation is orga-nized a* follows:

A brief general statement about the centre
plains its position and significance in the
and administrative systems of the ectultry;

Internal orgazization and staflin
of key personnel and their departm

c) Functions of the centre.

Also included are calendars of the main activities or each
centre for 1975. Begional co-operation for educational innova-
tion is the main objective of APEID. The purpose of the publi-
cation is o increaee awareness of the functions wnd activities
of the national institutions partienpatin g in AYEID, as a means

including th
and

at nal

names
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ik,ndc-nrcwi, Norman K-

Kong
IJOL of How
search paper No. 1)

Kriu(esiorlc_21 pro icth; d flong

peparLyient or Xducation honearch Unit,

orig 1.41:7 (Educational studies and

P.

This is the first publicntion by a new I search Unit of the

Department of Education of the Uaiversity of Hong Kong. The book

was published in orcler to introduce the series through n general

inquiry into the hong Kong ,z:ducation Gystem based on au up-to-

date scrutiny of the local ed-ucational structure 8nd an informed

mppraisaJ of its more pressing current problems and research needs

locuurcnL poinLs up aajor educational problenm rind research

issues of Long Kong in the light of the community's total require-

":yr hirjlliCh4Mg thom, prob1em5 rind it attempts to

tuon the current .9tatus of flong Kong Education--"whaL it really

Like, and especially what, exactly are its problem: how may

they hest be met in the particular circumstances of the colony,

and what are the implicat:ions for research? This purpose is

bound up with the wider one of publicizing important school prob-

LOME] so that Hong Kong Neople may see and come to understand,

throlIgh the resulting discussion and argument, their orn social

preblens and long-range school tasks." Brief as the loolc is, it

covers the range of topics related to education at the first and

second levels. An attenpt is made to outline the particular so-

cial and cultural aspects of these prohlegm and issues and, as

many of the problems are encountered in other countries, the book

should be usefnl to readers throughout the Asian regiom.

Lim, David. Econorno gl mid development in West Malays _1

29q7-1970. Kuala Lumpur. Oxford University Press, 1973-

-346 10. Bibliography p. 3lL-346

This volume aaalyses the socio-economic factors which affect

the growth of the West Malaysian economy and attempts to evaluate

the implemontation of the liversification programme of the Gov-

ernment. The author, a Lecturer of the Faculty of Economics and

Adninistration, University oV Halaya, recognizes that Malaysia
has attadned considerable structural changes and success in over-

all objectives of development programmes, particularly when co--

pared to the situation of some developing countries. Fie points

cut, however, that tne unemployment problem has worsened and

there has becn no cignificant improvement in the relative econ-

omic poition of the Malays--a major underlying factor calling

for further t,ocio-economic change in Malaysia.

ftatistics used to substantiate the views of the _author are

rally recent and impressive. He concludes that implementa-

tion of the Secoad Malaysia Flan 1971-75 should help to improve

emNloy-ment concepts that are "still very Western-oriented." A

substantial bibliography qnd -a index complement a well-document-

ed text.
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Malaysia. Milli.ltry or Edw111km. Educational Planning and Re-

sQarch Kditoati,col fo Pc11olymia 104. Kuala Lumpur,

1Y75. 98 P.

nis publication gives a concise overtAll picture of educa-
tion in Molaplia. In three part2, it covers the statun of edu-
eation in Poninsular or West Mallwia, the State of Sabah and
the ;:3Late of Uarawak- IL is published La inform the general pub-
lic tn Malaysia as well as professionals in the field of educa-
tion of the basic policies and the trando in Malaysian education.
Yor Peninsular Malaysia, for (nstance,it covers such items as
the education structure; the oTgauization, administration and
planning of education; educational finance; curriculum develop-
ment.; teacher education; school inspection; examinations, health

education and school guidance. '.dimilar toDi"x are covered for

the other two States. The last Trovious edition of this title

was published in 1970. Education statistics for 1973 and, in

some cases, 197h, are given in this lue.

Pcgional tionsuJtatton Naetint.r, on the i,sian L'rugramme Cif Educa-

tional innovation for Developw.lat, Tnd. Tokyo, 26-.0 May 1975.

Finid v,Torq- Dangkok, Un,2=3co Regional Office for Education in

AL;ia, JW5. 1 v. (various paging)

Asian Programme of Educational innovation for Develop-
mant (APEID) is reviewed annually by high-ranking officials from

the participating Member (Aates in Asia, who meet at the invita-

tion of Unesco in their personal capacities. This report SUA
mmrizes the deliberations, conclusions and recommendations of the
Second Eegional Consultation Meeting, held in Tokyo on 26-31 May

1075. It reflects recent trends in educational development in

Asia, recounted by the participants of the Meeting, and the p-o-
gross made under the Asian Progranmle in the period January 1974-

May 1Y(5. Specific recommendations of the Meeting for the imple-

mentation of A.PEID in 1975-1q76, the erpansion and strengthening
of its institutional framework, and the modalities of its projects

are recorded. Since the Second Regional Consultation Meeting
examdned in greater detail the activ-ities in two Programme Areas--
Wrricaltim Development and Management of Educational Innovation--
the working papers on these activities have been reproduced in the

report as appendixes, together with the Progress Deport of APEID.

Reynolds, P.D. EngZ-ish 7,aryziago beaching and textbooks in Hong

Kosg. Department of Education Research Unit, University of
Hong Kong L197J (Educational stn.dies and research papers

No. 3) 65 P.

Divided, like Gaul, into three parts, this book focuses,

first, on general problems of the textbook in teaching English

as a second language. The focus is then sharpened to examine

more closely the place of the English language textbook in Hong

Kong, the author concluding that, "Language teaching in Hong
Kong will remain textbook-centred mid the most practical thing,
in the circumstances, is to pin our hopes on a continuing im-

provement of the textbooks used." Mose interested in the teach-
ing of English as a foreign le_nguage will find the first part of
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Ila 01 orhj ng i ritrren t In

analysis of the problem:3 faced in
are not, or course, confined to the

The survey, with c,thieh the book cone

cultics of publisher's in providing
a small market-- a difficulty faced

countries today.

SEAMEO-RECLAM, Penang. Pilot Pvol

ence and Mat/mot-Zoo of aouthoao 12:/= Report on

Pharne One. Penang,.1974. 212 p.

This lengthy report is a new instalment in a series of year-

ly reports on RECSAN's Pilot Project en Science and Mathematics

Concept Learning of Southeast Asian Children. The pilot project

described in this report approaches the problem ,or "what and how

to teach science and mathematics to children from the child's

side... How does he learn science and mathenmtics concepts?"

Tne rt_Tort hns fon r pnrt.7. The fi rut part u yeS salient

points in dean Piaget's theory of cognitive development, its sig-

nificance in teaching and relevance to SEAM countries in their

science and mathematics curriculum development and teaching pro-

grammes. The second part gives the report of the pilot project

and partial findings of Phase One of the project, aims and activ-

ities of the RECSAM 1974 course on studies in learning primary

science and ntudies in learning primapy mathematics. The third

part gives an overview of the experimentsthe clinical method,

standard procedures, preparation for investigation and how to

conduct the investigation. The fourth and final part of the re-

port contains the detailed procedures and materials, typical re-

sponses and recording sheets for nine Piagetian experiments on

(1) conservation of substance (solids and liquids), (2) connrva-

tion of weight, (3) conservation of volume, (4) classification,

(5) conservation of perspectives, (6) conservation of number,

(7) seriation of sticks, (8) conservatipn of length and (9) con-

servation of area- Some selected readings by participants and a

selected bibliography are included in the appendix and will be

helpful to those who wish to investigate Piaget's theories in

depth. The report thus provides a glimpse of some of the data

the project aims to get in order to determine what young children

understand in Asian countries and the ways in =which this under-

standing changes as they grow older. It will be of interest to

individuals or research groups who may wish to replicate Piaget's

experiments and evaluate the findinga of this pilot project in

the context of their own countries.

detal_ cal

texockn ; problems which
lege alone .

los, highlighs the diffi-
ide range of textbooks for
many multi-lingunl Asian

Tan, Kim Huon. koi of th wmi oars T s xi davoleprnent n ng:

the Khmer Republic case. Singapore, Regional Institute of

Higher Education mld Development, 1974.

This 50-page booklet, besides providing a compendium of in-

formation and statistical data on the economy, the population and

the educational system of the Khmer Republic, lists the familiar

problems, obstacles and constraints which hamper development.

Concerning the title question, a few positive contributions of
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higher education to development (and devcIlopment planning) are
mentioned: soup research &Ale by professors and graduate students;
mmintArs and public lectures organized by universities; extension
courses; and the use or professors an experts. In upite of this,

the lack of liaison and co-ordination between the universities -
all of which are under the exclusive control of the Ministry of
Education - wd the other Ministries (including the Ministry of
Planning) togethor with the scarcity of human and other resour-
ces, considerably restrict the scope and the efficiency of the

contribution of the universities to national development. This

study was published before a change in political regime which
may considerably alter the statements of the country's problemo.

United Nations Children's Fund. East Asia and Pakistan Regional
Office. Review of the eituation of children and youth in the
Naat Asia aNd Pakir,tun nsTion. Bangkok, UNICEF, 1974. 77 p.

This document provided the background material for the
UNICEF Annual Regional Staff Conference held in 1974. It concen-

trates on some broad is:]ues of policy and methodology which affect
the deuign of an effective programme fur tne children and youth
in the EAP region (Bangladesh, Burma, hong Kong, Indonesia, Khmer
Bupublicepublic of Korea, Laos, Malaysia, Pakistan, Papua New
Guinea, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Republic of Viet-Nam).
The document has two parts. Part One deals with the general de-
mographic situation, general problems and constraints affecting
ate delivery of services for children and youth, availability of
resources and 2,Dia'2 prlicy implications which ernerge from the prob-

lematic situation throughout the region. The second part pro-
vides a series of latest regional statistical tables relevant to
the situation of children and youth.

World Bank. AUTal ck3velopment: sector policy pmpmr. Washington,

D.C., 1975. 89 p.

A deliberate shift in the World Bank's policy over the past
five years has resulted in activities in the rural areas related
mainly to lending for agriculture, and the Bank is now the larg-
est single external source of funds for direct investment in
agriculture in developing countries. This changed philosophy
has resulted in increases in projected net output well above the
five-per-cent target suggested by the Bank's President in 1973
and reflects recognition of the need to assign high priority to
food Production as well as to the reduction of poverty in rural

areas.

The Bank's lending programme for the period 1975-197R is
about 7,000 million dollars for projects costing some 15,000
million, with half of the loans to be allocated for agricudture
and half for rural development. The programme would, it is

hoped, reach a total rural population of 100 million, during a
period in which the numbers of rural poor are expected to in-
crease by 70 million. The framework within which future rural
development programmes will, it is hoped, be planned at country
level is characterized by improved central leadership and co-
ordination, greater decentralization and participation at the
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local level, exranded programmes 01 research and training-, and,

ontaIlishment or rroctiv,h, proup organirttJons,

such fts farmers' associations and co-operatives,

Zaki, Tho PoopWL; Open Unfocy; pvgrom-
mo, atrwittive phipoal faciUtioo. Islamabad, People's

Open University, 1975. 71 p.

This volume written by the Vice Chancellor of tiw People's
Open University, Islamaba0, Pakistan, describes the ooncept,
programme, structure, and physical facilities of that institu-

tion. Vhe curricultua focuses on practical, part-timQtraining
and education. The primary constituency which the Uni.versity
wishes Uo serve is the mass of adults, particularly iu rural
areas, who must continue to earn their livelihood whi,le they

study. It is stated and supported by some data that, by using
a correspondence format supplementcd by radio, toleviion and
other media, more students can be effectively reache at a lower

cost than through the conventional university programme. En-

trance standards are very flexible and, although the People's
Open University was crea'6ed only in 1)7-,', enrolmetIt mv soon ex-

ceed 1U0,00

6
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PI 130cIALS 1I( tR ACIilIVINI. 1

IN INDIA BY It)/

nil two recen publican( ns of Prof J P. Naik,
reviewed on p. lb-25 in this

1. The traditional model of the elementf y (or primary) teducation
system should be radically modified on the following lines to make due
provision for the education of the children of the masses:

a) The single-point entry system should be replaced hy a mu
point entry under which it will be open for older chididrea
I I, or kl to Join schuoL; in u-.4),Arate classen specittll,t; organiz-
ed for their needs.

c)

ct,)

The sequential character of the system must go; arid it should
be possible for older eInldrun to join the prescribed courses at
any time and also to complete them in shorter or longerporiods.

The exclusive emphasis on full-time institutional irisrruction
that is laid down in the present system should be replaced by a
large programme of part-time education which should be
Ei rrengcid to suit the convenience of children who are required
to work.

The exclusive emphasis on the utilization of full-time profes-
sional teachers should go. An attempt should be made to utilize
all the teaching resources available in the local community,
and the services of part-time local teachers, and even of senior
students, should be fully utilized for promoting Msfruction in
the elementary schools.

There should be no rigid demarcation between primary schools
and pre-schools. Girls who aro required to look after young
children should be encouraged to bring the children to the
school. They could be taken-care of in pre-school or creches
attached to the primary schools which are managed by the girls
themselves, by turns, under the guidance of the teaChers, This
will provide a valuable service at a minimal additional cost and
assist materially in the spread of education among girls from
the poorer families.

These major structural changes should be carried out on a priority
basis. For the total educational system, the structural ch.nges he has
proposed are as follows:
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/Ippon(

A h1 liIrIY 31,r there 5lf101J! be multiple p ilots of
Hera I cm ry. In addition lo Ilk re lolar entry in Class I al
the age or 5 or 0 yea rs, there should be ttpecial classes
organized for older children in the age-group 9-J 1 I it- 11-11

wIto may he entering schools for the first tittle. These
shouldl ordinarily be on a part-titne basis and of a condensed
character so that they would make a student functionally
litouate m a short period.

(2 ) At the middle school stage, there should be, in addition to
full-time coorses, part-time courses for those who have
completed Class V or the functionally literate who cannot
contnnic to study further on a full-time basis,

At the secondary stage, in addition to the full-time courses
aud night high schools, there should be adequate provision
fo part-time courses. Private study should also be encour-

by throwilil open all the Itoard exam mations to private
condidates.

4 A ver:y important progatn tile to be newly dove loped 'n the
system is that of non -formal education in the age-group
15-25 which would he promoted, to the extent possible,
through the existing institutions. ft will have to be largely
a programme of part-time education which may, whenever
possible and necessaiy, bc interspersed Wth short-term
futl-titoo courses.

ddition to the existing full -time courses of vocational
education at the school stage, there should be large facilit
for on-the-job training of workers through programmes of

part-time education of sandwich courses. It should also be
possible for a person to transfer himself from general to
vocational courses and vice versa and carry his credits
with hirn,

At the university stage, the facilities for part-_ me education
(like evening colleges) or correspondence courses should be
increased nd a National Peoples University (on the hines of
tbe Open ',Iniversity in the 11,K.) should he established. Pri-
vate study should be liberally encouraged by throwing open
all university examinatieas for private candidates.

Programmes of education sh-- ld be developed on a large

scale.

We need not make any special effort on expanding the formal sys-
tem of education lthough the natural demands for its expansion should

be fully mut,
64
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Special and intensive efforts should he mado to spread elei cntary
edueadon On it non-tormal basis and especially among the pOoref sec -

)115 of the people and among girls. "I'lw largest expansion in the Fifth
plan should be in this sector. This will take two major dons: (a)
special literacy classes of 18 to 24 months' duration sl oe organiz-
ed for all children the agc-Kroup 11-14 who are not , ::ding schools

or have not already hecome functionally literate: and (lij part-time clas-
ses should he organized on a voluntary basis, for all children who have
completed Class V (or have become functionally literate) and who dosire
to study further but cannot do so on a full-time basis. These modifica-
tions will increase substantially the contribution of the elementary edu-

cation system to literacy.

4. The new educational system these changes will create may be des-
cribed as follows :

Every child will be free, as at present, to join the system in
Class I at about the age of six, and continue, on a full-dine
basis, till it completes Class V or Class VIII. Litt this will
riot be the only exclusive channel of education.

Children may juin, not in Class I al about the age of 6, and on
a full-time basis, but later, at any time in the age-group 9-14,
on a part-time basis, in special classes and become functional-
ly literate in 18-24 months, Children who have dropped out
before becoming functionally literate may also join these clas-
ses and become functionally literate.

Children who have completed Class V, or have become func-
tionally literate under (h) above, and cannot continue to study
further on a whole-time basis, may still continue their studies,
if they so deL,ire, on a part-time basis in C;r1sses VI-VIII.

Every effort will be made to bring all children in the age-group
11-14 (who are not attending schools nor have become functional-
ly literate) in special ivrt-time classes described in (b) above
during the next ten years so that, beyond 1984, no child shall

reach the age of 15 without being literate,

5. Programmes for the qualitative improvement of elementary educa-
tion are a supreme end in themselves, They also form an essential ad-

junct to the success of the quantitative aspects of the programmes as
well, because a parent will not send his child to school unless he sees

some relevance and significance in the education it imparts and a child
will not continue in school unless it finds it interesting and useful,

6. The programmes of qualitative improvement in elementary educa -

form a 'package deal' in the sense that they are mutually support-
ing. The best results are, therefore, obtained if they are implemented
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togeUier, '1"hc;i,. include (I) improvement (II iiirriiiliI mprovement
of Lcxthookz-i and dolur I acliiiig and learning ; (3) tuleplt,,H ()I

(liii:ii nothods ot teaching; (l) examination reform ; improvement
One:r4II education and training ot teachers ; (() improv(ment ol super-

vtsiom ; (7) encouragement to initiative and expertmentation on the part
of ,,Jc,l'wrols and wacher a ; and (8) involvement of students, teachers, mem -

of tlie community in programmes of qualitative Improvement of
elefritenttRry education through a system of institutional planning and
selt0o1 r!'(amplexes

7. The core curriculum in elL nentary education should include lit
)/ (lull language skills), numeracy (or mathematical skills), technir-
(o:r scientific and technological information and experience), work

expet4ctice (or experience of socially useful productive work), health
and phygical education, development of artistic skills, and participation
iii pf:'opartirnes of community service. It is of utmost significance that
thesQ deferent subjects are taught in an integrated fashion and are close-
ly rolwrq4 to llio immediate ,;ocial and natural envtronment, An impor-
tant 7,putot to be remembered iS that attempts lo increase the curricular

rd at the primary stage (Classes I ---/) often prwle to be counter-pro-
dui.:Ave hecause of the large numbers involved and lie inadequacy of re-
SOLOCC.8 It may, therefore, he strategically advantageous to simplify

c:trrTiculum at this stage and to emphasize functional literacy. The
of deepening the curriculum may advantageously begin at the

ry or middle school stage (Classes VI-VIII) and be intensi-
the secondary stage.

8 It is necessary to develop n o mal programmes of teacher-
edtiatiun in a big way. This will cover not only the pre-service and

education of professional teachers, hut also orientation of
the lkirge number of oon-profet,sional Leachers who would be recruiLed
for prq Imes of non-formal education.

9. For improvement of supervis' n, the traditional approach has
been to increase the number of supervisors. It would be far more prof-
itable tci decrease the number of supervisors and to counter-balance its
f try improving their quality, and especially by increasing the free-

dom of ools and teachers and involving the teachers themselves in
supv:rviion. A practical method for this purpose would be to develop
the programme of school complexes recommended by the Education

TrATe 'IS an urgent need to make the oraire -.;,/se.,11 of elemenury
cducutiori elastic and dynamic and to move in the nireetion of conferring
autotuniw on all educational institutions. A further ster in the same
direQt1,A would he to adopt the system of institutional planning sttpple-
mented I;)y district plans.
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Occcf-i;ary m crupliiiisize the human and institutional in-puts
necessary to develop programmes uf qualitative improvement,
equally necessary to create a climate of dedicated and sustained devel-
opmental efforts in die school system LI,1,; uw|m|oum| to encourage ex-
perimentation and innovation on the purr of schools and Leachers.

12. The chances of the programmes of providing universal elementary
education will he greatly increased If direct programmes to spread
literacy among the idles are simultaneously launched. Special effort
should also be made to spread functional Literacy among the out-of-
school youth in the age-group 15-2 5. These programmes should be cen-
tred round five foci: upgrading of vocatinual ; techniracy ; citizen-
ship ; physical education, games, sports, and recreation ; and participa-
tion in programmes of Service to the 1- ,;tdl community or for national
development.

13. On the basis of die existing model, the total cost a programme
of universal elementary education cornes to about 3, 5 to 4.0 per cent of
the national income and is obviously beyon0 ,11.1r reach, even on the most
optimistic assumptions. It is, therefore, essential to reduce the over-
all cost of the progra.-nme by the following means, among others:

a) Increase in the teacher-pupil r'titio by the adoption, if necess, ry
of double-shift system in Classes I and II;

h) Reduction of reacher costs by introducing the system of volun-
teer teachers or local helpers wherever possible;

c) Introducing a large programme. cxf part-time education combined
with the multiple-entry system;

d) Reduction in the expenditure on buildingS through use of local
agency and materials ; ani

e) Reduction in the cost of teal) okt5 and teaching and learning
materials by providing them, free of charge, to all children on
the school premises during wodd.ng hours.

The adoption of these measures May reduce the overall cost of the
programme to about 2 to 2.5 per cent Of the national income. To ra;ce
resources of this order is far from easy, but it is at least feasible.

14. It will not be possible for any State Government to raise all the re-
sources required for a programme of universal elementary education.
It is, therefore, necessary to introduce a Central grant earmarked for
elementary education on the basis of equali7

15. The common school system of public education should be created
and the concept of the neighbourhood SChool should be adopted at the ele-
mentary stage.

o7
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Appendf_x

16. Ifle chances of die success of uiIvers&t elementary education

would b e considerably improved if a simultaneous disect attack is meant,
ed for 1.:eduction of social and economic inequalities by niaidng the niini°
mum nt :ds prograrrune the core sector of all our plans -

17. every State should set up a working grrouT to prepare State arid
district plans fox the provision of universal elleinentary education in
period cf ten years, broadly on the principles recornorieuded here.

18. rhe vuidest publicity sbould be given to the neW atiategy suggested

here for providing universal elementary education arid to win for it the
support of teachers , administrators, and merthers ef ale public .

19. There should be a special machiner-y at the Centre, in the States,
and even at the district level to look after the vigorous implementation
of this programme.
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